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I. INTRODUCTION
INTRODUCTION TO "RECORD"
1.
(ABA) Working
Working
In the early
early 1990s, the American Bar Association
Association (ABA)
Notices' (WG) researched
Group on Electronic Writings and Notices!
researched and deliberated
erated for three years, to come up with a defined
defined term-"'record"--that
term-''record''-that
would embody both written and electronic communications
communications and documents. The WG's early goal was to provide a term that could
in
could be used in

* Professor
Professor of Law, William Mitchell
Mitchell College of Law, St. Paul, Minnesota. ProfesCommerce
sor Kunz is currently one of two Vice Chairs of the ABA Committee on the Law of Commerce
in Cyberspace, was formerly
formerly one of two Vice Chairs of the ABA
ABA Uniform Commercial
Commercial Code
Electronic Commerce Subcommittee, as well
Committee, and also chaired
chaired and co-chaired
co-chaired the Electronic
well
ABA involvement
involvement
as the Working Group
Group on Electronic
Electronic Contracting
Contracting Practices. She began her ABA
in
as a member
member of the Working Group on Electronic
Electronic Writings
Writings and Notices and was involved in
"record." The author wishes
all of the deliberations leading up to the term "record."
wishes to thank her colJ. McCarthy, C. Robert Beattie,
leagues in that Working Group-Patricia
Group-Patricia B. Fry, Thomas
Thomas J.
Beattie,
Beard-for furnishing their document
and D. Benjamin Beard-for
document files and their memories to help
reconstruct this history. The author also wishes to recognize
recognize the superb research
research assistance
of Mara
Mara Koeller, a student at William Mitchell College of Law.
1. The Working Group
Group was within the Electronic Commercial Practices
Practices SubcomSubcommittee (ECP Subcommittee), in the Uniform
Commercial Code Committee (UCC Committee),
Uniform Commercial
in the ABA Business
Business Law Section. In 1995,
1995, the ECP Subcommittee
Subcommittee was granted full Committee status within the Section of Business Law and was renamed the Committee on the
Law of Commerce
Commerce in Cyberspace
Cyberspace (Cyberspace Law Committee). The Working Group on Electronic Writings and Notices was later renamed
renamed the Working Group on Electronic
Electronic Contracting
Contracting
Practices
Cyberspace Law ComPractices and was jointly sponsored by the UCC Committee
Committee and the Cyberspace
mittee
consolidated under the Cyberspace
Cyberspace Law
Law Committee.
mittee until 2005, when it consolidated
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Commercial Code (UCC), as they were
various articles of the Uniform Commercial
redrafted during the 1990s, but the WG soon realized
realized that the newly
newly
defined term would also appear
appear in other
other statutes, regulations, and international conventions dealing
dealing with electronic commerce
commerce issues. In addition, it would
would become
become a common term in contracts and in commentary
on electronic
electronic commercial
commercial law. Finally, the term needed to have longevity
it would accommodate
accommodate future technologies of informaof usage, so that it
electronic technology. The WG's
tion storage, not necessarily
necessarily using electronic
WG's final
product was the following terms and definitions, which were
were incorpoUCC, the Uniform Elecrated fairly quickly into various articles of the VCC,
(UETA), and a key federal
tronic Transactions Act (VETA),
federal statute, the ElecCommerce Act (E-SIGN):
tronic Signatures in Global and National Commerce
"Record" means information
information that is inscribed on a tangible meor other medium
medium and is
dium or that is stored in an electronic
form. 2
retrievable
retrievable in perceivable
perceivable form.2
"Electronic record" means a record created, generated, sent,
''Electronic
means.'3
communicated, received,
communicated,
received, or stored by electronic
electronic means.
subsequently incorporated
incorporated into additional statwere subsequently
These definitions were
utes, many of which are listed in Appendices
Appendices A and B.
This Article
Article is a drafting history and a white paper
paper on "record," setinteractions with
deliberations and choices, the WG's interactions
ting out the WG's deliberations
UCC redraft
concurrent
concurrent and subsequent
subsequent VCC
redraft committees, the principles
principles and
"record" in subpolicies
policies underlying the WG's final decisions, and uses of ''record''
. sequent
sequent statutes.
II. THE DRAFTING HISTORY OF "RECORD"

A. EDI: Electronic Commerce
Commerce in Its Infancy
commerce in 1990-pre-PC,
1990-pre-PC, preIn your mind, imagine electronic
electronic commerce
Internet, pre-Windows,
pre-Windows, and pre-email.
In 1990,
1990, electronic
electronic commerce
commerce meant "electronic data interchange"
business-to-business system involving
(EDI)-a business-to-business
involving dedicated modem connections that transmitted
transmitted small messages (transaction sets) with digital
character sets that were
character
were coded
coded in the parties'
parties' agreed-to
agreed-to syntax, using
characters bealpha-numeric characters
the absolute minimum number
number of coded alpha-numeric
transmission bandwidth
cause transmission
bandwidth was extremely
extremely limited at that time. Below is a portion
portion of an EDI message:
RX @ **
** 7742 MKB **....
111 **
** RX@
ST * 850 Blue
Blue Co. * 111
....44
U.E.T.A. § 2(13) (1999);
2. U.C.C. § 5-102(a)(14) (1995); U.E.TA
(1999); U.C.C. § 1-201(b)(31) (revised 2001) (enacted in 48 jurisdictions);
jurisdictions); see also E-SIGN § 7006(9); 15 U.S.C. § 7006(9)
(2006).
3. U.E.T.A.
U.E.TA § 2(7) (1999); U.C.C. § 2-103(1)(h)
2-103(1)(h) (2003 amendments) (not yet enacted
enacted in any jurisdicin any jurisdiction);
jurisdiction); UCC § 2-103(1)(cc)
2-103(1)(cc) (2003 amendments)
amendments) (not yet enacted
'electronic record'
also E-SIGN
tion); see also
E-SIGN § 7006(4),
7006(4), 15 U.S.C. § 7006(4) (2006) ('The
(''The term 'electronic
record'
other record created ....
.... .')
means a contract
contract or other
") (emphasis added).
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Each character
character in these transaction
transaction sets had to be in the correct position
position
to carry the meaning agreed to by the parties. The kinds of transaction
sets included
included requests
requests for quotes, inventory inquiries, purchase orders,
acknowledgments,
shipping notices, material data
acknowledgments, invoices, advance shipping
safety sheets,
payment
orders
or
remittance
advices, order status insheets, payment
quiries, quality data, and other routine communications
communications between the
parties.'5
parties.
EDI had been developing since the late 1960s and was, by 1989 to
1991, used ''in
'in the automotive,
industries"
automotive, retail, health care and other industries''6
1991,
77
totaling 15,000 companies
worldwide.
EDI
parties
gained
companies
gained the advantage of having to "key in"
in" contract
contract data only once, thereby reducing errors and the transaction
transaction costs of retyping and rehandling
rehandling paper-based
paper-based
contract documents. For instance, a buyer's terms on its purchase
purchase ordateder-the item's catalog number, quantity, color, and delivery datewere
automatically set, by the EDI software,
responding
were automatically
software, into the seller's
seller's responding
acknowledgment for the seller to review before
acknowledgment
before sending. The EDI software
ware transmitted those same terms to the seller's warehouse or factory,
for shipment
shipment or manufacture,
manufacture, and to the seller's accounting
accounting office, where
the EDI terms furnished the data for the seller's billing to the buyer. In
In
"bundled" with electronic
transfer
some transactions, EDI became ''bundled''
electronic funds transfer
(EFT),8 so that the transaction
(EFT),8
transaction was paperless
paperless from start to finish. In
In
other transactions,
transactions, though, the paperless goal was rarely realized, as
glitches were ironed
ironed out between the parties by telephone, fax, mail, and
FedEx.
implementing parties
reduced
Thus, EDI offered
offered implementing
parties the advantages
advantages of reduced
costs of business transactions (less paper, postage, data entry, and
transmission volume);
volume);99 better marketing
marketing and customer service
service (reduced
response
response times and customer costs, fewer transaction
transaction processing errors,
accessibility); and improved cash
and 24-7 accessibility);
cash flow (enhanced just-in-time
inventories and accounts
deliveries, reduced
reduced inventories
accounts receivable,
receivable, and less storage
space).lO
space).1"

4. BENJAMIN WRIGHT, THE LAW
EDI, FAX,
LAw OF ELECTRONIC
ELECTRONIC COMMERCE:
COMMERCE: ED!,
FAX, AND EMAIL:
TECHNOLOGY,
LIABILITY § 1.1.4, at 10
10 fig.
fig. 1-4 (1991).
TECHNOLOGY, PROOF, AND LIABIUTY
(1991).
5. Comments from Members
Members of the Working
Working Group on Elec. Writing and Notices,
Notices,
A.B.A_ to
Subcomm. on Elec. Commercial Practices,
Practices, U.C.C. Comm.,
Comm., Section of Bus. Law, AB.A
Study Group on the Revision of Article 2, at 3 (Sept.
(Sept. 13, 1990) [hereinafter
[hereinafter Comments] (discussing the revision of Article 2 of the U.C.C.) (on file with author).
6. BENJAMIN WRIGHT, ED!
EDI AND
AND AMERICAN
LAW: A PRACTICAL GUIDE
AMERICAN LAw:
GUlDE ix (Electronic
Interchange Ass'n ed.) (1989).
Data Interchange
7. See id. § 2.4, at 22.
8. Id. § 2.5.
9. At that time, the overhead cost of an individual
individual order
order was estimated to be as
as
much as $80
EDI reduced that cost to less than $5
$80 to $100 per transaction. ED!
$5 per EDI
ED! transacfrom Patricia B. Fry, Professor Emeritus, University of Missouri-Columbia,
Missouri-Columbia, to
tion. Email
Email fromPatriciaB.
author
author (Feb. 24, 2009, 8:25 CST) (on file with author);
author); email from Patricia
Patricia B. Fry to author
author).
(Mar. 9, 2009, 21:41 CST) (on file with author).
10.
10. Comments, supra
supra note 5, at 4.
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To facilitate EDI, the American National Standards
Standards Institute had
formulated a multi-industry
multi-industry series
series of EDI standards
standards called
called ANSI X12. A
formulated
transportation trade group, the Transportation
Coordinating
Transportation Data Coordinating
transportation
Committee (TDCC), had promulgated another set of EDI standard
transaction sets. The United Nations
Nations Electronic Data Interchange
for
Interchange for
transaction
another
Administration, Commerce and Transport, had assembled
Administration,
assembled yet another
standardized
transaction sets, called EDIFACTY
Other comEDIFACT.1 Other
standardized group of transaction
messages
panies used private (proprietary) standards. Often,
Often, the EDI messages
panies
"value-added network"
were
were routed through a third party, called a ''value-added
(VAN), for assistance with translation, coding, transmission, and stordivergence of EDI approaches
approaches meant
meant that a single
single company
age.
age.'122 This divergence
might have more than thirty EDI systems with differing syntax and
3
codes. 13
Situation
B. An ABA Task Force
Force Assesses
Assesses the EDI Legal Situation

In 1988, the ABA Electronic
Electronic Messaging
Messaging Services Task Force
Force (Task
other
Force)14 began focusing on the legal
Force)14
legal issues underlying EDI and other
commercial EDI pracresearching commercial
messaging."15 After researching
forms of electronic
electronic messaging.
agreement would
tices and the law, the Task Force
Force decided that a model agreement
would
be helpful in resolving some of the legal issues and also would
would streamline the continued
continued expansion of EDI into more business transactions.
Commercial Use of Electronic
The Task Force drafted The Commercial
Electronic Data
Data InterInterTrading Partner
change-A Report and Model Trading
Partner Agreement (the EDI Report, and the EDI Model Trading
Trading Partners Agreement), which was pubarticle"16 and a book.'
lished by the ABA as both an article
book. 177 The EDI Model
Trading
Trading Partners
Partners Agreement
Agreement was an instant and tremendous hit in the
business community and spread beyond American shores
shores to the UK and
and Asia.
then quickly to Europe
Europe and
Asia. 18
18

11. WRIGHT, supra
supra note 6, at xvi n.1.
12. WRIGHT, supra
supra note 4, at 11.
11.
13. E-mail from Patricia B. Fry to author, supra
supra note 9.
Subcommittee on Electronic
14. This ABA Task Force was jointly sponsored by the Subcommittee
Electronic
(ECP) and the Subcommittee
Subcommittee on Scope
Commercial
Commercial Practices
Practices (ECP)
Scope of the Uniform Commercial
Commercial
Code, within the UCC Committee,
Committee, which was then chaired
chaired by Fred H. Miller. The Task
Force
Force members were
were Jeffrey
Jeffrey B. Ritter, Amelia H. Boss (chair of the UCC Scope SubcommitSubcommittee), Patricia Brumfield Fry (chair of the ECP Subcommittee),
Subcommittee), Thomas
Thomas McCarthy, Michael S.
Baum, and Philip
Philip V. Otero. Memorandum
Memorandum from Fred H. Miller to Members of the Comm. on
on
author).
19991) (on file with author).
the U.C.C. (June 10, 19991)
ElectronicData
Commercial Use of
15. Elec. Messaging Servs. Task Force, The Commercial
of Electronic
Data InIn1645, 1652 (1990)
TradingPartner
terchange-A
terchange-A Report and Model Trading
Partner Agreement, 45 Bus. LAW.
LAw. 1645,
Report].
[hereinafter EDI ReportJ.
[hereinafter
16. Id. at 1645.
MESSAGING SERVS.
17. ELEC. MESSAGING
SERVS. TASK
TASK FORCE, THE COMMERCIAL USE OF ELECTRONIC
INTERCHANGE: A REPORT
DATA INTERCHANGE:
REPORT AND MODEL TRADING
TRADING PARTNER
PARTNER AGREEMENT (ABA 1992). The
book continues
continues to sell well for the ABA nearly twenty years later.
18. In fact, the EDI Model Trading
Trading Partners
Partners Agreement continues to be used by
companies who
large and small companies
who still use EDI systems. In addition, the format of the Agreement has been aa model for other model trading partner agreements.
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In the accompanying
accompanying EDI Report, the Task Force drew
drew the following major conclusions:
First,...
[UCC] and at common law regardFirst,
... existing rules in the [Vee]
ing the process of contract formation, the validity of contracts,
and the method for determining the terms and conditions of any
enforceability of
of
contract prove inadequate for assuring the legal enforceability
contract for the sale of goods formed with the use of electronic
appropriate statutory revisions are adopted
media. Second, until appropriate
to fully accommodate
accommodate electronic commercial
commercial practices, an important strategy for assuring the validity and predictability
predictability of the
related
commercial
transactions
is
the
implementation
related commercial transactions
implementation of an
agreement between EDI participants containing
containing certain
certain uniform
19
provisions. 19

The portion
portion of the EDI
ED! Report dealing with Statute
Statute of Frauds
Frauds noted
noted
that the definition
"writing" in vee
definition of ''writing''
section 1-201(46) included
included
UCC section
"printing, typewriting
typewriting or
or any
other intentional
"printing,
any other
intentional reduction to tangible form." Prior to the introduction of electronic
electronic technology,
technology,
the law rarely
questioned
the
medium
upon
which
rarely
which the writing
was presented. The introduction of the telegram
telegram and the telex,
both involving
the
communication of a series of electronic
electronic iminvolving
communication
pulses, did not present an insurmountable
insurmountable difficulty to the
courts in concluding
sufficient writing existed. In effect,
concluding that a sufficient
the fact that the receiving party obtained a piece of paper as the
resulting product
sufficient ..... . . At
product of the communication
communication was sufficient.
At
least one court has also accepted
accepted a tape recording as an adequate "writing," where both parties
parties knew
knew the tape was being
being
made to record their discussion. In recent decisions
decisions under
under the
Statute
Statute of Frauds, where the writing in question consisted
consisted of a
telecopy, the courts
"writing"
courts have accepted
accepted the telecopy
telecopy as a "writing"
without questioning
questioning that
that result.2"20
The EDI
EDI Report cited
cited two supportive
supportive federal cases
cases on tape recordings
but
also
noted
two
New
York
cases
that
had
ruled
that
but
noted
New
cases that had
that a tape recording
recording
was not a "writing," as well
as
an
Arkansas
case
that
well
Arkansas case that had accepted
accepted the
tape recording
recording as
as a writing only
only if it was
was manually
manually signed.2211 The EDI
EDI
Report
Report further
further noted that a written
written printout
printout of a "telecopy"
''telecopy'' (now known
known
as a fax) or a "telex" had
had generally
generally been
been accepted
accepted as a "writing"
"writing" without
without
22
questioning. 22
The Task
formulated four arguments
arguments as to why
Task Force formulated
why EDI
EDI met the
"writing"
requirement.
First,
although
EDI
parties
strove
toward
"writing" requirement.
although
parties strove toward paperless
transactions
and
therefore
usually
did
not
print out the communicaless transactions
therefore
communica19.
19.
20.
21.
22.
22.

EDI
ED! Report, supra
supra note 15,
15, at
at 1649-50.
1649-50.
Id.
[d. at
at 1684-85.
1684-85.
Id.
[d. at
at 1685
1685 n.167.
n.167.
Id.
[d. at 1685.
1685.
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important
tions on the sending or receiving end, the Report stated, "The important
perspective, is that EDI has the capacStatute of Frauds perspective,
point, from the Statute
ity to produce
produce the writing on request.""
request."23 In the event of a dispute between the parties, either party could print out a paper document that
Statute of Frauds, because
would satisfy
satisfY the writing requirement
requirement of the Statute
irrelevant to the Staofthe
ofthe
document is irrelevant
the paper document
the creation of
the timing of
proposition). Second, EDI transmissions
transmissions
tute of Frauds2244 (a correct legal proposition).
can be stored in any number
number of ways-paper
ways-paper printout or "magnetic or
or
can
other non-paper media, at the option of the receiver."25
non-paper
receiver."2 5 The non-paper
other
media
media are also used to record oral conversations, resulting in a "writing"
"writing"
in some cases. "This [oral recording]
recording] message, however
however stored, consticorroborating evidence,
tutes objective,
objective, corroborating
evidence, apart from the oral testimony of
of
demonstrates the possible
the parties, which
which demonstrates
possible existence of a contract.
met. ' 6
Thus, the evidentiary
evidentiary purpose of the writing requirement is met.''26
consistent mutual efforts toward establishing
Third, the EDI parties'
parties' consistent
establishing
EDI communication
communication and security systems created a "course of performperformance''27
dealing''2B recognizing
recognizing the enforceability of EDIance' 27 7 and "courses of dealing'2
created contracts. 2299 Fourth, either EDI party may be estopped from asserting the Statute of Frauds
Frauds against its EDI trading partner
partner because of
of
their
their sustained joint efforts over time, in getting the EDI system working between
between them.2300
The Task Force also analyzed
analyzed whether EDI-created
EDI-created contracts
contracts met
met
requirement of being
the additional
additional Statute of Frauds requirement
being "signed" under
under
or
UCC section 1-201(39),
1-201(39), which includes
DCC
includes using "any symbol executed
executed or
writing." 1 It
It
adopted by a party with present
present intention
intention to authenticate
authenticate a writing.'>:ll
reviewed the case law on telegraphs and telexes, which met the signature requirement, and tape recordings, which
which met the signature
signature rewas
being made.
were
aware
that
the
recording
quirement
if
the
parties
quirement
parties
Then it made the leap to EDI, finding that:
. . . contain information identifying
[t]he transmitted messages
messages ...
identifYing
the source
source of the message
message either in the text of the message
message itself
itself
or in circumstances
circumstances surrounding
surrounding its transmissions. In most casreasonable to conclude that the initiating party
es, itit will be reasonable
affixed to or contained
used an identifying
identifYing symbol affIXed
contained in the message with the requisite present intention to authenticate
authenticate the
32
Code.22
the Code.
writing in accordance
accordance with the

23.
24.

25.
26.

27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.

Id. at 1686.
ld.
n.177.
Id. at 1688 n.I77.
ld.
Id. at 1686.
ld.
Id.
ld.
U.C.C.
V.C.C. § 2-208 (2002 amended); U.C.C. § 1-303 (2001 revised).
U.C.C. § 1-303 (2001 revised).
U.C.C.
V.C.C. § 1-205
1-205 (2000 unrevised);
unrevised); V.C.C.
EDI
ED! Report, supra
supro note 15, at 1688 n.177, 1742 ~ 3.3.3, 1743
1743 cmt. 5.
Id. at 1688 n.I77.
n.177.
ld.
U.C.C. § 1-201(39)
1-201(39) (2000).
EDI
ED! Report, supra
supro note 15, at 1687.
1687.
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concluded that the signature requirement
The Task Force therefore
therefore concluded
requirement of
of
the Statute
Statute of Frauds did not pose a problem for the vast bulk of EDIcreated
created contracts.
contracts. 333 Indeed, "[s]everal
"[s]everal members
members of the Task Force
Force were
either
reasonably
Statute of Frauds
reasonably confident the Statute
Frauds would not, under either
contracts,3 4 (but,
(but, by imanalysis, preclude enforcement" of EDI-created
EDI-created contracts,34
plication, other members
members were not as confident).
C. ABA Projects Mesh into the VCC
UCC Revision Process
Process

The lingering doubts
doubts of some of the Task Force members triggered
Conference
similar
similar concerns
concerns elsewhere
elsewhere in the ABA
ABA and in the National Conference
(NCCUSL), 35 which
of Commissioners
Commissioners for Uniform
Vniform State Laws (NCCVSL),35
which was conconUCC durselected articles of the VCC
templating several
several projects to redraft
redraft selected
ing the coming decade. The redraft of Article 4A (electronic funds transfers) was completed
1989, after nearly a decade of work, and the recompleted in 1989,
Article 8 (investment securities) was underway
underway (and would be
draft of Article
completed
redraft process for Articles
Articles 2 (sale of goods) and
and
completed in 1994). The redraft
5 (letters of credit) was in the "study-committee"
"study-committee" stage
stage (pre-draftingNCCVSL, and the redrafts of Articles 1 and 9 were
committee) at the NCCUSL,
even
even further back in the line. These redrafts
redrafts were
were seen as revising the
UCC
VCC for its next fifty years of usage
usage (the initial version having been
incorporate electronic communicacompleted
completed in the 1950s).
1950s). In order to incorporate
communications and media
UCC, the NCCVSL
NCCUSL drafting committees would
media into the VCC,
UCC, as well
need
need a list of the writing-based provisions
provisions in the current VCC,
as some new pieces
pieces of vocabulary
vocabulary to name analogous
analogous aspects of electronic communications
NCCVSL and ABA commitcommunications and media. Various NCCUSL
Subcommittee on Electees asked
Committee and its Subcommittee
asked the ABA UCC
VCC Committee
tronic Commercial
Commercial Practices if they would contribute
contribute their expertise
expertise to
to
the task.
1990, the ABA formed the
After the EDI Report was published in 1990,
Mter
researching and drafting a report to
to
WG.3366 The WG began its work by researching
UCC Article 2, from the perNCCUSL's Study Group
Group on the Revision of VCC
NCCVSL's
electronic commercial
commercial practices.
practices.3377 Forspective of current and evolving electronic
warded to the NCCVSL
warded
NCCUSL committee in September 1990, the report con33. Id.
[d. at 1688 n.177.
n.l77.
34. Id.
[d. at 1688.
(ULC).
Law Commissioners (ULC).
35. Now also known informally as the Uniform Law
NCCUSL Home
Home Page, http://www.nccusl.org
http://www.nccusl.org (last visited Feb 1, 2009)
It was chaired
chaired by Thomas
Thomas J. McCarthy, a member of the predecessor
predecessor Task
Task
36. It
Force, a co-author
co·author of the EDI Report just discussed, and an attorney at E.I.
E.!. Du Pont De Nemours &
& Company (a company with a well developed
developed EDI system). Agenda
Agenda for Subcomm. on
1991) (on file with author).
author).
Elec. Commercial
Commercial Practices
Practices (April 11, 1991)
Thomas McCarthy
McCarthy (Chair), Christina
Christina L. Kunz,
37. The authors of this report were Thomas
John L. Crawley (Digital Equipment
Equipment Corp.), and
and Mark
Mark L. Koczela
Koczela (Godfrey & Kahn, Milwaucolleagues (the first
kee). Additional
Additional input to the first report was provided
provided by other
other ABA colleagues
four of whom helped to draft the EDI Agreement and Report): Patricia B. Fry, Jeffrey
Jeffrey Ritter,
David Whalen (Control Data
Amy Boss, Benjamin
Benjamin Wright, Roy N. Freed (Brookline, MA), David
(DuPont) [hereinafter
[hereinafter McCarthy
Corp.), Ross Rifkin (Minneapolis. MN), and Mark AA Reed (DuPont)
Report]
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cluded that Article
Article 2 contained fourteen sections that "require[d]
"require[d] writing
for transactional
recognition and enforceability''38
sections
enforceability"38 and three sections
transactional recognition
included a reference
reference to "signed."39
revisions to
"signed."'9 The report proposed revisions
that included
involving writing requirements. The WG also pinpointed
pinpointed
those sections involving
contained no coding
an additional issue-that
coding for conissue-that EDI messages contained
spicuousness (a requirement
requirement in section 2-316,
2-316, on warranty disclaimspicuousness
predecessor Task Force in its 1990 EDI
ers).40
some members of the predecessor
ers).4 Like some
Report, the WG was skeptical that EDI messages would be viewed as
"writings" consistently
consistently enough to validate EDI as a reliable commercial
skepticism about EDI messages meeting
practice, 41 but it
it had no skepticism
meeting the
practice,41
42
signature
requirement.42
The report contained
contained the following alternative
signature requirement.
"written" to include
proposals
proposals for redefining "writing" or ''written''
printing, typewriting, or any other expression reduced, or capatangible form.
ble of reduction, to tangible

any statement
statement which is, or concurrently
concurrently with its transmission,
magnetically or optically
becomes printed, typewritten, magnetically
optically recorded
or otherwise
otherwise reduced to tangible form.

a statement fixed in any medium, now known or later developed,
developed,
reproduced or comstatement can be perceived, reproduced
from which the statement
municated, either
the aid of a machine
either directly
directly or with the'
machine or de43
vice.43
The attachment
attachment to the report added
added
of
[a statement] fixed, using paper or any other tangible medium of
expression,
expression, from which
which the statement can be perceived, reproduced, or later communicated,
communicated,
either directly or with the aid of a
44
44
device.
or
machine
machine or device.
Subcommittee on Electronic
On January 25-26, 1991, the Subcommittee
Electronic CommerMeeting 5 in Cocial Practices met for its first annual Winter Working
Working Meeting45
Credit
lumbus, Ohio. The Subcommittee's
Subcommittee's Working
Working Group on Letters of Credit
§§ 2-201, 2-202, 2-203,
38. Comments, supra
supra note 5, at 5. Those sections
sections were UCC §§
2-205, 2-207, 2-209, 2-316, 2-503, 2-509, 2-605, 2-607, 2-609, 2-616, and 2-702.
2-205,2-207,2-209,2-316,2-503,2-509,2-605,
39. Comments,
supra note 5, at 21. Those sections were UCC §§ 2-201, 2-205, and
Comments, supra
2-209.
40. Id. at 19. This problem dogged
dogged the WG and the Article 2 redraft
redraft committee until many of these transmissions migrated to emails and websites in the 1990s.
1990s. The McCarproposed some solutions to this problem, but
thy Report proposed
but none were
were ever implemented.
at2.
41. Id.
Id. at
2.
42. Id. at 21.
quotation marks
marks omitted).
43. Id.
at 18
(citation and
internal quotation
43.
Id. at
18 (citation
and internal
omitted).
Spot: New Technologies
Technologies Compel
44. Id. attachment
attachment C; Patricia
Patricia B. Fry, X Marks the Spot:
LoY. L.A.
New Concepts
Concepts for
CommercialLaw, 26 LOY.
for Commercial
LA L. REV. 607, 613 n.13 (1993).
45. This
has continued
ever since,
since, providing
providing the
Subcommittee (later
45.
This annual
annual event
event has
continued ever
the Subcommittee
(later
Committee) with two days in which to work on projects and sit in on others' projects.
projects.
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407

was working on a study on the use of EDI and other
other "paperless transacpresentment and other stages of letter of credit
tions in the origination,
origination, presentment
credit
transactions,"46
transactions,"46 with an eye to making specific drafting recommendaUCC Article 5 Drafting Committee, which had
tions to the newly formed DCC
met for the first time just two weeks before the ABA Winter
Winter Working
Working
47
Department,
It also was contributing, by way of the State
Meeting. 47
It
State
Department,
to
letters. 41
guaranty letters.48
international guaranty
UNCITRAL efforts on international
DNCITRAL
At the same Winter Working
Working Meeting, the WG focused on continuing contributions
contributions to the anticipated UCC
DCC Article 2 Drafting Committee,
Committee,
of
expectations of senders and recipients of
as well as responsibilities
responsibilities and expectations
electronic
electronic notices.4491 In particular, the WG decided that its "starting
point of analysis is that Article 2 should require
require that a transaction
transaction be
expression that sufficiently
permanent medium of expression
effected by a tangible, permanent
effected
evidences
evidences the transaction. This suggests a definitional upgrade of the
appropriate Commenaccompanied by appropriate
'writing' definition of Article 1, accompanied
'writing'
tary. Is that enough?"50
enough? 5 °
of
At that point, some
some commentators were
were arguing that the Statute
Statute of
of
2,,1 following the trend of
Frauds should be deleted from UCC
DCC Article 2,51
of
1954.252 Some members
the British repealer
repealer of the Statute of Frauds in 1954.
members of
the WG were enthusiastic
enthusiastic about
about this course of action, but others counseled
only
seled caution. The WG's chair noted that the Statute of Frauds was only
one of many sections
sections that included writing requirements, so its elimination would not solve the larger issues of paperless
paperless transactions
transactions and electronic commerce.
commerce.5353 The WG also began
began to look for other "electronic
"electronic comcontinue to exist even if the writing/signature
merce issues which would continue
merce

on
& Jeffrey
Jeffrey B. Ritter, Report on Activities of the Subcommittee on
46. Patricia
Patricia B. Fry &
Electronic
Commercial Practices
Electronic Commercial
Practices 2 (Fall 1990) (Fry and Ritter were
were chair and co-chair, reauthor).
spectively,
spectively, of the Subcommittee) (on file with author).
BUS. LAw.
LAW. 2381,2460
2381, 2460 n.2 (1990).
Credit,45 Bus.
47. Albert
Albert J.
J. Givray, Letters of Credit,
Members of the Subcomm. on Elec.
48. Memorandum
Memorandum from Patricia B. Fry to Members
author).
Commercial Practices
Practices 2 (Dec. 7, 1990) (on file with author).
J. McCarthy to Working Group
Group on Elec. Writings
Writings
49. Memorandum
Memorandum from Thomas J.
McCarthy Memorandum]
and Notices
Notices 1 (Feb. 20, 1991)
1991) [hereinafter McCarthy
Memorandum] (discussing
(discussing Columbus
Meeting) (on file with author).
concept that
Id. at 1-2. Note this initial attempt to articulate a definition of a concept
50. [d.
permanent
encompasses both electronic and paper
paper expressions
expressions of transactions: "a tangible, permanent
sufficiently evidences
medium of expression that sufficiently
evidences the transaction."
WRIGHT, supra
supra note 4, § 16.7.2, at 301. Indeed, NCCUSL's
NCCVSL's Study Committee on
on
51. WRIGHT,
Article
VCC § 2-201
Article 2 subsequently
subsequently agreed that the Statute of Frauds in UCC
should either be repealed
repealed or revised ....
.... Deletion is supported by the British experience, CISG and the intuitive judgment
judgment of attorneys and commentators.
commentators. Deletion would also
ease the problems
problems produced
produced by EDI.
ED!. More limited revision is justified by confusion
confusion and disagreement in the courts and commentators over the wisdom of the "quantity" requirement,
agreement
requirement,
non-statutory excepthe scope
scope of the "admission" exception and the problem
problem of reliance
reliance as a non-statutory
tion to the statute.
U.C.C. Article
Executive
Executive Summary
Summary from PEB Study
Study Group
Group on V.C.C.
Article 2 to the Permanent EdiU.C.C. (Mar.
(Mar. 5, 1991) [hereinafter PEB Summary]
torial Board of the V.C.C.
Summary] (on file with author).
52.
52.
53.

E. ALLAN
ALlAN FARNSWORTH,
FARNSWORTH, CONTRACTS
CONTRACTS § 6.6 n.1 (4th ed. 2004).
McCarthy Memorandum,
Memorandum, supra
McCarthy
supra note 49, at 2.
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resolved,"' e.g., the use of multiple media in the formation of a
issue is resolved,"54
contracting between computers; electronic
particular contract; passive contracting
commercial practices
practices that could create usages of trade, courses of dealcommercial
courses of performance;
performance; electronic battles of forms; the need to
ing, and courses
"contract out"
out" of
UCC provisions
provisions in
in order to facilitate electronic
"contract
of some
some VCC
electronic
commerce;
commerce; the means of making a disclaimer "conspicuous" electronically; and issues of electronic
electronic bills of lading and other documents
documents of ti55
tle.55
As anticipated, NCCVSL's
NCCUSL's Article 2 study committee recommended
recommended
AB
to the Permanent Editorial
Editorial Board (PEB) that a Drafting Committee be
appointed
on
appointed to redraft
redraft Article 2. The study committee report, issued on
Committee consider
consider
March 5, 1991, recommended that the Drafting Committee
(among other items) "[d]evelopments
"[d]evelopments in the area
electronic data interarea of electronic
change, its use in sales transactions, and the formulation of Model
Model Trad56
ing Partner Agreements."
It
noted
that
"EDI
developments
jusAgreements."56 It
developments clearly
clearly justify the revision of definitions in Articles
1
and
2 and the provisions
Articles
provisions in
Article
frauds."5,
Article 22 dealing with contract formation and the statute of frauds."57
The Working Group on Letters
concurrently looking
looking
Letters of Credit was concurrently
at electronic
electronic commercial
commercial practices
transactions
practices in letters of credit transactions
(EDT). It
It produced aa useful concept that migrated into the thought
thought
processes
processes of the WG-that
WG--that documents
documents serve multiple purposes:
purposes: (1) to
to
verify the authenticity
it conveys
its
authenticity of the information it
conveys (its accuracy, its
accessibility
accessibility to the
the parties signing it,
it, and the source
source of the information);
(2) to transfer
transfer rights in property, often by negotiability, assignment, or
or
other transfer; and (3) to deliver
deliver information
information (accurately, garbled, or
or
incompletely).
met
incompletely). The WG members were leery
leery of
of concluding
concluding that EDT met
the UCC
"writing," on the basis of
subsequent
vec Article
Article 11 definition of ''writing,''
of a subsequent
printout or
or
as stored as magnetic
magnetic patterns on erasable
erasable media....
media.... The
The question of whether
magnetic patterns
'tangible" almost
whether magnetic
patterns are ''tangible''
almost rises to
to
the metaphysical.
metaphysical. If by "tangible"
''tangible'' is meant "permanent" or "un''unalterable
alterable without
without defacement,"
defacement," then much
much electronic data storage
not qualify.
age would
would not
Careful
[Article 51
Careful consideration
consideration should
should be given by the [Article
5]
Drafting
supplemental definition
Drafting Committee
Committee to adopting a supplemental
definition of
of
writing, or some
some alternative
alternative structure,
structure, that
that would
would clearly permit
permit
the delivery of information
EDT."
information by EDT.58
These
influenced the WG,
These conclusions
conclusions and concepts
concepts influenced
influenced
the
Working
Group
on
Letters
influenced
Group on Letters of Credit
Credit with
work
on
very
similar
topics
in
UCC
Article
5.
work
very
in VCC Article 5.

which
which in turn
its concurrent
concurrent

54.
54. Id.
Id.
55.
55. Id.
Id. at
at 2-3.
56.
56. PEB
PEB Summary, supra
supra note
note 51,
51, at
at 1.
57.
57. Id.
Id. n.1.
n.1.
58.
Letters of
of Credit,
Credit, Discussion
Discussion Draft of Proposed
Proposed Report
Report to
to Be
Be
58. Working
Working Group
Group on
on Letters
Presented
11, 1991)
Presented to
to Drafting
Drafting Comm.
Comm. on
on U.C.C.
U.C.C. Article
Article 5,
5, at 18
18 (April 11,
1991) (on
(on file with
with author).
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By the ABA annual
annual meeting in
in August
August 1991,
1991, a new
new Working
Working Group
Group
By
Transactions
been
in
anticipation
VCC
on
Secured
Arthat
UCC
formed,
in
anticipation
had
been
Transactions
on Secured
ticle 9 would
would eventually
eventually be
be redrafted. The
The new Working
Working Group
Group set
set its
ticle
sights on issues
issues of electronic
electronic collateral,
collateral, electronic
electronic filings, and other
other topsights
59 At
UCC Article
ics.69
At the same
same meeting, another
another ABA group,
group, the VCC
Article 1 ReReTask Force,
Force, asked
asked the Subcommittee
Subcommittee on
on Electronic
Electronic Commercial
Commercial
view Task
view
Practices to "make specific
specific suggestions
suggestions for language to be
be incorporated
incorporated
Practices
into
into definitions
definitions in section
section 1-201 in
in order
order to accommodate
accommodate electronic
electronic
'
The WG was given
given the lead role in coordinating
coordinating the retechnologies.''60
technologies."
61
of the
the various
various working groups
groups in this task. 61
sponses of
on
appointed Drafting Committees
1991, NCCUSL
In the fall of 1991,
NCCVSL appointed
Committees on
62 The committees
committees were
UCC Article 2, 2A, and software
VCC
software contracting.62
were directed
rected to coordinate
coordinate with each
each other and to maintain
maintain as much commoncommonality of approach
approach as possible."
possible. 63
D. Working
Working on the Definition
Definition Before
Before Deciding
Deciding on the Term
The Subcommittee
Subcommittee on Electronic
Electronic Commercial
Commercial Practices
Practices held
held its secFebruary 21-22,
ond annual
annual Winter
Winter Working
Working Meeting
Meeting on February
21-22, 1992,
1992, in
in
64
the Motorola
Motorola campus.
campus. 64
The turnout was much
much
Schaumberg, Illinois, on the
65
interest
as attorneys'
larger than at the first Winter
Winter Working Meeting,
Meeting,65
attorneys' interest
in electronic
electronic commerce
commerce grew.
The WG made tremendous
tremendous progress during its three sessions over
over
the two days of meetings. In the first session,
session, one of the starting points
points
was a draft memorandum
memorandum from John L. Crawley, Patricia
Patricia M. Howe, and
6
UCC Article
1 It
It posited
Benjamin Wright.
Wright.66
posited that, in VCC
Article 2, the terms "written"
and "writing"
"writing" serve the following range of purposes:
Practices
Memorandum from Patricia B. Fry to Subcomm. on Elec. Commercial Practices
59. Memorandum
(with agenda for ABA annual
annual meeting in Atlanta
Atlanta in August 1991) (on file with author). At
At
this meeting the position of chair of the UCC Committee passed from Fred H. Miller
Miller to AmeMemorandum from Fred H. Miller on Annual Meeting in Atlanta to Memlia H. Boss. See Memorandum
1991) (on file with author).
bers of the Comm. on the UCC (June 10, 1991)
(Sept. 9, 1991) (Discussing
Letter from Patricia
Patricia Brumfield Fry to WG Chairs. (Sept.
60. Letter
the Art. 1 Review Task Force) (on file with author).
author).
Id.
61. [d.
Comm'rs on UnConference of
62. Letter
Letter from Fred H. Miller, Executive Dir., Nat'l Conference
ofComm'rs
if.
if. State Laws to Sec'y, Fed. Trade Comm'n
Comm'n 11 (Aug 25, 2000), available at
at
http://www.ftc.gov/bcp/workshops/warranty/comments/nccusl.pdf.
http://www.ftc.gov/bcp/workshops/warranty/comments/nccusl.pdf.
supra
Members of the Comm. on the UCC, supra
Memorandum from Fred H. Miller to Members
63. Memorandum
note 59 (discussing objectives and roles of committees). The reporter
reporter of the Article 2 Drafting
preceding
Committee was Professor Richard Speidel, who had chaired the Study Committee preceding
E. Speidel,
Northwestern University Law
the Drafting Committee. See Letter from Richard E.
Speidel, Northwestern
I. Du Pont De Nemours & Co. (Oct. 2, 1990) (on file with
School, to Thomas J.
J. McCarthy, E. 1.
author).
author).
J. McCarthy to Members
Members of the Elec. Writings and
from Thomas J.
Memorandum from
64. Memorandum
Schaum(discussing the Feb. 21-22 Meeting in Schaum17, 1992)
1992) (discussing
Group 1 (Mar. 17,
Working Group
Notices Working
author).
(on file with
with author).
berg, Ill.) (on
Id.
65. [d.
& Benjamin
M. Howe, &
L. Crawley,
Crawley, Patricia M.
See Memorandum
Memorandum from John 1.
66. See
(Oct. 1991
1991 draft)
draft) [hereinafRequirements in Article Two 2-3 (Oct.
and Signing
Signing Requirements
Wright on Writing and
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(1)
(1)

Motivating the parties to create
create evidence

(2)

Giving important and serious notices to recipients

(3)

deliberate more carefully
carefully
Forcing parties to deliberate

(4)

Furnishing
Furnishing a tangible token that can be shown to an
other
other

(5)

Furnishing a record that the weaker party can keep
Furnishing
keep67
67

The draft memorandum
memorandum set out a new definition
definition of "written"
''written'' or "writing"
''writing''
that would meet all five of these purposes and would supersede
supersede the definition
UCC section 1-201(46):68
1-201(46):'
finition in VCC
"Written" or "writing" includes printing, typewriting or any oth''Written''
er expression (other than oral) of letters, numbers, or codes that
is, or in connection
to
connection with its communication from one party
to
69
69
expression.
of
medium
tangible
a
in
fixed
become,
another
another
in a tangible medium of expression.
expression," originated
The latter phrase, "fixed in a tangible
tangible medium
medium of expression,"
in the Copyright Act of 1976:
Copyright
Copyright protection
protection subsists..,
subsists ... in original
original works of authorship
fixed in any tangible medium of expression, now known or later
later
developed,
or
developed, from which they can be perceived,
perceived, reproduced,
reproduced, or
otherwise
directly or with the aid of a maotherwise communicated,
communicated, either directly
chine
device."70
chine or device.

A work is "fixed" in a tangible medium of expression when its
embodiment
embodiment in a copy or phonorecord,
phonorecord, by or under the authority
of the author, is sufficiently permanent
it to
permanent or stable to permit it
to
communicated for a pebe perceived, reproduced, or otherwise communicated
7
than transitory
duration.71
riod of more than
transitory duration.

ter Crawley
Crawley Memorandum]
Memorandum) (on file with author). At the time, Crawley was then at Digital
Equipment Corp., Howe was at Comdisco, Inc., and Wright
Wright was running a solo
solo law and con(Jan. 23,
sulting practice. See Memorandum
Memorandum on Membership
Membership Marketing
Marketing Information
Information System
System (Jan.
1991)
1991) (on file with author) (final registration
registration list for ABA Elec. Commercial
Commercial Practices in Columbus, Ohio).
67. Crawley
supra note 66, at 2-3
Crawley Memorandum, supra
2-3
68. At that time, the definition in § 1-201(46) read as follows: "'Written' or 'writing'
includes printing, typewriting
Benjamin
typewriting or any other intentional reduction to tangible
tangible form."
form." Benjamin
Electronic
Wright had
had originally
originally proposed the draft definition
definition in his treatise, The Law of Electronic
Commerce. WRIGHT, supra
Commerce.
supra note 4 at § 4.1 at 44. Then
Then in its first edition, the treatise
treatise is now
in its fourth edition and is co-authored
co-authored with Professor Jane
Jane Winn, University
University of Washington.
supra note 66, at 3.
69. Crawley
Crawley Memorandum, supra
70. Copyright
Copyright Act of 1976, Pub. L. No. 94-553, § 102(a) (1976).
71. Id. § 101.
101. The draft
draft memo credited
credited the idea to use words from copyright
copyright law to
Roy G. Saltman, a computer scientist at the National
National Institute
Institute of Standards and Technology,
who wrote a letter to Peter Weiss, the Deputy Associate Administrator
Administrator at the Office of Federal Procurement,
Memorandum, supra
Procurement, on July 23, 1990. Crawley
Crawley Memorandum,
supra note 66, at 4.
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The draft
draft memorandum noted that "fixed
"fixed in
in aa tangible medium of exexThe
pression" had
had been interpreted in
in the Copyright Act to include
include "recorda"recordation on
on aa magnetic medium,
medium, such
such as
as a computer
computer disk
disk or tape ...
.. . [so] it
it
should
also
include
recording on
on optical
optical storage
storage medium, such as CDshould
ROM. ''72 It
It further emphasized that "under this proposal there
there is no
ROM."72
writing unless there is a record (i.e., fixation
fixation in aa tangible
tangible medium).
medium).
Thus, if Blue Co. sends an electronic message to Green Co. but neither
party records the message, then the message is not a writing.
writing. Recognize
Recognize
that the requisite record can be made by the sender,
sender, the receiver, or
or
even aa third party."73
party."7'3 Note this early use of "record," long before the WG
decided on the term.
The draft memo furnished a good starting point for the WG's disThe
cussion. Also in front of the group were four other proposed definitions
(variations on section 1-201(46)),
1-201(46)), drawn from the WG's previous report
report
to NCCUSL's
Article
2
Study Committee. The word "fixed" drew a lot of
of
NCCUSL's
discussion, because of concerns
concerns about whether it
it accurately captured
the
captured
process of producing and saving electronic
electronic documents. Was "fixed in a
medium" the best phrase for excluding human recollection?
recollection? Also of concern was whether the definition
definition satisfied the "token"
''token'' purpose of a writing if it
it did not demand an accurate reproduction of the "original."
"original." On
On
74
"original"?
the
to
produce
it even possible
the other hand, was it
possible to produce the "original',?74
In
hi the second
second session of the meeting, the WG met jointly with the
Working Group
references to
Group on Letters of Credit
Credit to consider the two references
to
"writing"
or
"written"
in
the
latest
draft
of
revised
Article
55 from the
''writing''
the latest
NCCUSL Drafting
Drafting Committee:
Section
Section 5-103. Definitions.
(a) In this
this Article,...
Article, ...
(6) A "document"
"document" is a draft, or
or other
other demand
demand for honor,
honor, document of title, investment
investment security, invoice,
invoice, certificate,
certificate, notice
notice of
of
default, or the like. A document
document may
may be
be written
written or may be electronic or
or electro-optical
electro-optical data that is transmitted
transmitted in a form and
and
with the
the content
content authorized
authorized by
by the
the letter
letter of credit
credit or by
by agreement.
Section
Section 5-104.
5-104. Formal
Formal Requirements.
Requirements.
A
A letter
letter of
of credit
credit may
may not be
be oral;
oral; itit may be
be in
in writing
writing or
or in
in an
an
electronic
electronic medium.
medium. A letter
letter of
of credit
credit must
must be
be authenticated
authenticated by
by
5
signing
signing or
or electronically.
electronically.75
72.
72. Crawley
Crawley Memorandum,
Memorandum, supra
supra note
note 66,
66, at 44 (citing
(citing H.R.
H.R. No.
No. 94-1476,
94-1476, at
at 52-53,
52-53,
(1976),
(1976), reprinted
reprinted in
in 1976
1976 U.S.C.C.A.N.
U.S.C.C.A.N. 5659,
5659, 5666).
5666).
73.
73. Id.
Id. at
at 4-6.
4-6.
74.
74. Memorandum
Memorandum from
from Thomas
Thomas J.J. McCarthy
McCarthy to
to Members
Members of
of the
the Elec.
Elec. Writings
Writings and
and
Notices
Notices Work
Work Group
Group (Mar.
(Mar. 17,
17, 1992)
1992) [hereinafter
[hereinafter McCarthy
McCarthy Memorandum]
Memorandum] (minutes
(minutes from
from
meeting
meetingFeb.
Feb. 21-22
21-22 in
in Schaumburg,
Schaumburg, Ill.)
Ill.) (on
(on file
file with
with author).
author).
75.
75. Id.
Id. at
at 3.
3.
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The significant innovation in these sections was that they could be met
"writing" (in
(in the section 1-201(46) sense of the word) or
by aa traditional "writing"
electronic or electro-optical
electro-optical media. This alternative
they could be met by electronic
contrast to the discussions
discussions
approach to satisfying the definition was in contrast
in the earlier session where the definition
definition had to encompass both written and electronic media in a single description. Even though the Working Group on Letters of Credit had already decided to propose edits to
to
the definition in Article 5,76 the alternative approach
approach remained in proWG 77
posed section 5-104 and gained traction with the WG.77
In its third session at the 1992 Winter Working Meeting, the WG
re-examined its original approach. The·
The original
re-examined
original assumption
assumption was that the
"writing" to include both written and electronic
WG was redefining "writing"
alternative approaches
approaches were beginning
to
items. However, some alternative
beginning to
emerge-the
comprehensive concept
emerge-the WG could name and define a comprehensive
concept that
could
redefining "writcould cover
cover written and electronic documents
documents without redefining
ing," or it
it could name and define a new concept that would represent
represent
everything
except
a
traditional
writing.
For
either
of
these
approaches,
everything except
approaches,
it seemed
it
seemed easier to work on the definition
definition first, then come up with the
term. So the WG decided to call the comprehensive
comprehensive concept
concept "X" and then
listed the key characteristics
characteristics of ''X'':
"X": reproducible,
perceivable or intellireproducible, perceivable
gible, retrievable,
retrievable, a communication,
communication, unchanging, constant, fixed, durable, and static.
static."78 The WG then divided the terms into Cluster A, which
contained
similar
contained terms representing
representing
similar concepts,
concepts, and Cluster
Cluster B, which
which
79
concepts:
unique
contained
contained unique concepts: 79
Cluster
Cluster A: Similar
Similar Concepts
Concepts
unchanging
unchanging
constant
consistent
consistent
durable
memorialized
memorialized
fixed
fixed
static
static
accurate
reliable
reproducible
reproducible
Cluster
Cluster B: Other
Other Unique
Unique Concepts
Concepts
ultimately
ultimately perceivable
perceivable or
or intelligible
intelligible (to humans)
provable
provable
76. The
'docu76.
The version
version sent
sent back
back to
to the
the Drafting
Drafting Committee
Committee was
was as follows:
follows: "(6)
"(6) A
A'document'
ment' is
is aa draft, or
or other
other demand
demand for honor, document of title, investment
investment security, invoice,
certificate,
or the
the like.
like. A
IIdEunmer.t
eae\:lffiem may
ffiS, be
Be -rittcr.
ii ritteR or
at' may
ffiay be
be eleetenie
eleetf'6Rie 6r
at'
certificate, notice
notice of
of default,
default, or
S....ptial
eleetf'6
a~tieal date
eate that
tHat i,is. transmitted
transmitted in
in aa form and
and with the
the content
content authorized
authorized by
by the
letter
letter of
ofcredit
credit at
at' 4y
b;' agp-emcn."
egpeeffiem." Id.
Id. (alterations
(alterations in original).
77.
77. Id.
Id. at
at 3-4.
3--4.
78.
78.
79.

Id.
Id. at
at 4-5.
Id.
Id. at
at 5.
5.
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usable
Doug MacPhail, the meeting's host, from Motorola, then called the
Contracting Law, which
Electronic Contracting
WG's attention to a passage from Electronic
noted that "[t]he
"[t]he Federal
Federal Rules of Evidence generally accept computerfollowing
'writings.' 80 The authors proposed
ized records as a form of 'writings."'8o
proposed the following
"functional definition
'writing"':
"functional
definition of 'writing''':
(1)
(2)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(5)

intentionally created;
intentionally
created;
symbolic representation;
of information;
in an objectively
objectively observable
medium;
observable medium;
with potential
potential to last indefinitely.sl
indefinitely."'

susceptible
The WG edited (4) to read "in objectively
objectively observable form or susceptible
it recognized
to reduction to objectively observable form" because
recognized that
because it
"electronic documents
documents are
in 'objectively
"electronic
are not
not 'created'
'created' in
'objectively observable
observable form';
but they can be reduced to 'objectively observable
observable form'-i.e., screen
screen dis81 2
This definition became
printout.''82
became the WG's tentative
tentative definition
play or printout.
of "X.'
''X.''83
convinced
By the end of this discussion, many WG
WG members were convinced
concept
comprehensive concept
''X'', if ultimately successful, would
would be the comprehensive
that "X",
that included the traditional
traditional writing. The attempt to craft a definition
definition of
of
electronic items fell by the wayside, for the time being.

E. Searching for the Perfect Term
UCC revision process continued to pick up steam. In late 1991,
The VCC
1991,
the Article 2 Drafting Committee
Committee had its first meeting
meeting in Chicago. In
create an Article 7 Task Force to
early 1992, the PEB asked the ABA to create
survey issues that might merit revision of Article 77 and report back to
the PEB. The Task Force
Force first met at the next ABA meeting
meeting in Orlando
9-10, 1992.
on April 9-10,
In spring and summer of 1992, the WG did a coordinated search of
of
"writing," "written," and other related
UCC, looking for references to ''writing,''
the VCC,
terms. To assist the effort, Larry Bugge, the newly appointed
appointed chair of
of
NCCUSL staff to do a
UCC Article
the VCC
Article 2 Drafting Committee, asked the NCCVSL
UCC search for "writing"
"writing" and "written" and forward it to the
global VCC
for
WG.84
Meanwhile, the WG members split up the Articles, to look for
WG.8 Meanwhile,
UCC terms related to writings and to separate the written items
VCC
items that
& ALLEN E. STREHLER,
KUTTEN, BERNARD D. REAMS,
80. L.J. KtmEN,
REAMS, &
STREHLER, ELECTRONIC
1991).
CONTRACTING
LAW: ED!
EDI AND
CONTRACTING LAw:
AND BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS
TRANSACTIONS 5-16
5-16 (Clark Boardman
Boardman Co. 1991).
81.
81. McCarthy
McCarthy Memorandum,
Memorandum, supra
supra note 74, at 5.
82. Id.
Id.
wide-ranging policy
83. For a wide-ranging
policy paper
paper on the need
need for this definition encompassing
encompassing
supra note 44, at 607.
paper
paper and electronic communications, see Fry, supra
84. McCarthy
McCarthy Memorandum,
Memorandum, supra
supra note 74, at 4.
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should continue
continue to be
be limited
limited to paper, from those that need
need not be
be limshould
85
ited to
to paper.
paper.85
Patricia Brumfield
Brumfield Fry
Fry noted
noted that "writing"
''writing''
For instance, Patricia
ited
Articles 33 and 4 meant only
only a paper
paper writing, because
because the
the writing
writing
in Articles
serves as
as a "token" for the process
process of negotiability.86
WG also looked
looked
negotiability." The WG
serves
at the frequency
frequency with
with which
which each
each term appeared
appeared (and in which Article(s)
Article(s)
of the Code), whether
whether itit was a defined term, whether
whether the term was
was used
used
of
in conflicting
conflicting ways, and whether
whether some
some terms could
could be grouped
grouped together
together
in
"receive," and
and "notice" and "notify").
(such as "send" and "receive,"
The WG's resulting
resulting list contained
contained 65 writing-related
writing-related terms
terms (or
(or
The
groupings of terms).
terms). Here
Here is
is a sampling
sampling of
of the opening
opening entries
entries in
in the
alphabetical
alphabetical list:
Acceptance, accepts,
Acceptance,
accepts, accepted, accepting, unaccepted
unaccepted
Acknowledgment
Acknowledgment
Addressed
Addressed
Advise
Agreement
Agreement
Air consignment
consignment note, air waybill, airbill
Algorithms
Algorithms
Amendment(s)
Amendment(s)
Attachment
Attachment
Bill
Bill of lading
lading
Cable
Cancellation
Cancellation
security(-ies)
Certificated
-ies)
Certificated security(
Chattel paper
paper
Codes
Codes
(-ting)
communication(s) (-ting)
Communicate information, communication(s)
Communicate
Conspicuous
Conspicuous
Consular invoice
Contract
Contract
Creditor process8787
Creditor

WG members found the breadth of items covered in this list to be dauntcomprehensive concept
multi-purpose the new comprehensive
ing; they realized how multi-purpose
concept
commercial transacwould need to be, in order to cover the full range of commercial
UCC and other laws. In addition, the WG was realizing
tions in the VCC
realizing that
its eventual work product would be used in a wide range of other commercial statutes, regulations, and even treaties and conventions.
By the August 1992 ABA annual meeting in San Francisco, the WG
'the definition of 'writing'
(1) that ''the
had reached the following conclusions: (1)
85. Id. at 6.
J. McCarthy, Chair of Working
Patricia B. Fry to Thomas J.
Memorandum from
from Patricia
86. Memorandum
86.
writing requirements
requirements in
(Mar. 26,
26, 1992) (discussing writing
on Elec. Writings and Notices (Mar.
Group on
author).
(on file with author).
Articles 3 and 4) (on
U.C.C. Articles
Darlene Bowers to Thomas J. McCarthy (April 7, 1992)
from Darlene
87. Memorandum from
87.
in
U.C.C.) (list found in
and terms including and related to "writing" in the D.C.C.)
(discussing words and
author).
attachment) (on file with author).
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UCC section 1-201(46) [did] not include
contained in VCC
include the electronic
communications which
increasingly employed
employed to carry
carry out
out
communications
which are being increasingly
business transactions";
transactions"; (2) that a comprehensive
comprehensive concept encompassing
encompassing
both paper
paper and electronic
electronic communications
communications should be designed
designed so that it
it
employed selectively
selectively to some commercial
commercial rules and settings, but
could be employed
but
not to others where only a paper-based
paper-based writing would be suitable; (3)
that the definition of "writing"
1-201(46)
''writing'' contained
contained in UCC
VCC section
section 1-201(46)
unchanged so that it could be used in the latter rules and
and
should be left unchanged
UCC should be "media neutral," accommodatsettings; and (4) that the VCC
ing all media and not favoring any particular
particular media, except
except where neccommercial rule or setting.
setting.88
essary to the commercial
88
The WG continued to monitor the efforts of the Article
Article 5 Drafting
Drafting
Committee, which included
included the following language in its summer 1992
draft:
draft:
Section 5-103. Definitions.
(a) In this [Article]:
[Article]:
(a)

of
(6) "Document" includes a draft, or other demand, document
document of
title, investment
investment security, invoice, certificate, and notice of default. A document may be in writing or may consist
consist of data in
in
presented in a form and with the content
content
other medium that are presented
authorized by the letter of credit
credit or by agreement.

Section 5-104. Formal Requirements.
A letter of credit
credit or a confirmation may not be oral. If
If a letter of
of
confirmation is in writing, it must be signed by the iscredit of confirmation
suer or confirmer. If a letter of credit
credit or confirmation
confirmation is in a medium other that writing, the identity of the issuer or confirmer
confirmer
must be authenticated.
authenticated.
Comments
1. Neither
1.
Neither a letter
letter of credit nor a confirmation
confirmation may be oral.
Whether tape recordings
and the like are
are "writings"
"writings"is left to
Whether
recordings and
courts and
and to Section 1-201(46).
1-201(46)....
the courts
...

It
issuing banks to transmit
letters of
It is now commonplace for
for issuing
transmit letters
of
credit electronically
electronicallyto advising
advising and confirming
confirming banks
banks....
credit
. ...

88. Memorandum
Memorandum from Thomas J.
J. McCarthy to Members of the Elec. Writings and
Notices
Notices Work Group 1-2
1-2 (Sept. 4, 1992) (minutes from Aug. 9-12 meeting in San Francisco,
Francisco,
Cal.) (on file with author).
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It is
is the
the practice
practice of
of some
some advising
advising banks that receive electronic
electronic
It
print those
those letters of
of credit and to state
state on
on them
them (or
(or on
on
letters to print
letters
attached letter)
letter) that
that the
the printed
printed form
form is
is the "original"
"original" of
of the
an attached
letter of
ofcredit.
credit. 89
"
letter

NCCUSL's Article
Article 55 Drafting
Drafting Committee
Committee closely
closely watched
watched the
the work
work of
of
NCCUSL's
the WG,
WG, largely
largely through
through the
the efforts
efforts of
of David
David Whitaker,
Whitaker, who
who chaired
chaired the
the
the
" WhiABA Joint
Joint Working
Working Group
Group on
on Electronic
Electronic Documentary
Documentary Credits.990
WhiABA
taker's Working
Working Group
Group proposed
proposed that
that the
the sections
sections above
above be rewritten
rewritten in
in
taker's
media-neutral fashion, partly
partly because
because "[t]he
"[t]he future of the word 'writ'writaa media-neutral
much in question....
question .... It
It is not
not clear
clear whether
whether the
the term 'writ'writing' is very much
ing'
ing' will
will continue
continue to have
have its present
present meaning
meaning once Article
Article 1 is revised.'*'
revised.''!)!
ing'
revision was
was almost certain
certain to
to be
be completed
completed before
before
Because the Article 5 revision
Because
Drafting
Whitaker and
Article 11 was
was revised, Whitaker
and his group
group advised the
the Drafting
Article
Committee to
to "avoid[]
"avoid[] the word 'writing' entirely."
entirely.''922
Committee
Article 8 Drafting Committee
Committee was
was trying
trying a slightly
Meanwhile,
Meanwhile, the Article
and dilemmas
dilemmas associated
associated with
different approach
approach to avoid the instability
instability and
different
"writing." Its
Its 1992
draft included
included the
the following
following definitions:
1992 draft
"writing."
(5) "Communicate"
"Communicate" means transmit a "communication."
"communication."
writing or any other form
(6) "Communication"
"Communication" means a signed writing
authenticating its source that
transmitting information
information and authenticating
of transmitting
has been
been agreed
agreed upon by the
the persons transmitting
transmitting and receiving
receiving
has
the information.
"communication" are new.
The definitions of "communicate" and "communication"
writsigned writ"writing"or signed
place of the term "writing"
The terms are
are used in place
rules will
that the Article 8 rules
order to assure
this Article in order
assure that
ing in
in this
techinformation techbe sufficiently flexible to adapt
changes in information
adapt to changes
9
nology.93
nology. "
on
Committee requested that the WG comment on
The Article 8 Drafting Committee
this aspect of the draft.
draft.'94
it
The ABA Task Force on Article 11 requested that the WG provide it
"writing" definition well in adrecommendations regarding the "writing"
with recommendations
Summer 1992)).
(Draft Summer
89. [d.
U.C.C. §§ 5-103 to 5-104 (Draft
at 3-4 (quoting D.C.C.
Id. at
and
Members of the Elec. Writings and
J. McCarthy to Members
Thomas J.
90. Memorandum from Thomas
4.
supranote 88, at 4.
Notices Work Group, supra
DoChairman, Joint Working Group on Elec. DoR. David
David Whitaker, Chairman,
from R.
Report from
91. Report
91.
Subcomm.,
Credit Subcomm.,
& Letter
Letter of Credit
Commercial Practices Subcomm. &
cumentary Credits, Elec. Commercial
author).
(1992) (on file with author).
to Article
Article 55 Drafting Comm. 2-3 (1992)
A.B.A_ Ass'n, to
U.C.C. Comm., ABA
the
to the
back to
revisions back
of proposed
proposed revisions
Joint Working Group sent aa set of
The Joint
92. [d.
Id. at 3. The
92.
remainand remain"writing" and
goals of avoiding "writing"
accomplished the goals
that accomplished
Article 55 Drafting Committee that
ing media-neutral.
ing
and
Writings and
of the Elec. Writings
to Members
Members of
J. McCarthy to
Thomas J.
from Thomas
93. Memorandum
Memorandum from
93.
(on
1992)) (on
Summer 1992»
(Draft Summer
Art. 8 (Draft
U.C.C. Art.
(quoting D.C.C.
at 4-5 (quoting
note 88,
88, at
supranote
Group, supra
Work Group,
Notices Work
James
Drafting Committee was Professor James
the Article
Article 88 Drafting
file
of the
The Reporter of
with author). The
file with
Rogers.
Rogers.
5.
Id. at 5.
94. [d.
94.
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vance of the ABA annual meeting in August 1993, so that it could circurecommendations and then finalize those reclate and comment on the recommendations
ommendations in its report to NCCUSL by the August 1993 meeting.995"
ommendations
Over the course of the fall of 1992, various WG members began trying out particular
"X." Thomas McCarthy,
particular terms as possible solutions to ''X.''
the WG's chair, favored "document" and was working on several
several ver5. 96 However, Patricia
Patricia
sions of a definition that could be used in Article 5.96
B. Fry was concerned that "document" would pick up the definitional
baggage of other UCC uses of document, such as document
baggage
document of title, documentary draft, documentary
documentary sale, and various Article
Article 9 documents.9797
She favored a word not associated with negotiability practices. She also
felt that "communicate,"
"communicate," as used in the Article 8 draft, did not impart
impart
the idea of memorializing
memorializing information. She continued
continued in her reflections:
'"Record'
'"Record' or 'advice' might serve. At least neither is close to nor uses a
form of a word already defined
defined in Article."
Article.'>988 She noted that the eventual
term needed
to
have
both
a
noun
and verb form, such
such as "writing"
"writing" and
99
"written".
She
favored
the
term
and
definition eventually
eventually appearing
"written".99 She favored the term and definition
appearing in
section
1-201, but "[u]ntil
"[u]ntil it is, revised
section 1-201,
revised articles
articles need to contain
contain their own
own
definitions
X. 100Fred Miller, Executive
Executive Director of NCCUSL and
definitions of 'X."'lOO
former chair of the ABA DCC
UCC Committee, also weighed
weighed in on the search
for the correct term. He too was not keen on "document" but posited
posited that
that
"representation" might work "as it
it covers both the memorial and notice
''representation''
10 1
functions."
He tried it out in Articles
Articles 2 and 2A and found itit to work,
functions."lOl
with a few language
language tweaks. He
He concluded,
concluded,
[h]opefully
concept can be refined
refined and named
named [at the Janu[h]opefully the concept
ary 1993
1993 Winter Working
Working Meeting]
Meeting] so itit can be inserted
inserted by your
your
group in each
submitted to the [NCCUSL
each draft and submitted
[NCCUSL Drafting
Drafting
Committee]
Committee] reporters
reporters before
before the first [NCCUSL]
[NCCDSL] drafting
drafting meetbegins
ing for each revision
revision project this spring. That schedule
schedule begins
[1993], and continues with
with Article 8 at the end of January
January [1993],
Article
March
Article 5 on February
February 26-28
26-28 and Article 21on
March 5-7. We may
2
0
May as well.
have
have an Article
Article 99 meeting
meeting in
in Mayas
well. 102

95. Id.
Id. The
The ABA
ABA Article
Article 1 Task Force was chaired
chaired by William
William Davenport
Davenport and
and Harry
Harry
Sigman.
96. Letter
Letter from Thomas
Thomas J.
J. McCarthy
McCarthy to
to Patricia
Patricia B.
B. Fry
Fry and R. David Whitaker
Whitaker
(Sept. 28, 1992)
5-103(a)(6)) (on
1992) (discussing the Aug. 1992
1992 Draft
Draft Revision
Revision of
of Art. 5 section
section 5-103(a)(6))
(on file
with author).
97.
97. Letter
Letter from Patricia
Patricia B. Fry, Chair, A.B.A. Subcomm.
Subcomm. Elec. Commercial
Commercial Practices, to
to Thomas
Thomas J.
J. McCarthy,
McCarthy, Chair, ABA Working
Working Group
Group on
on Elec. Writing
Writing and
and Notices, 2-3
2ri3
(Sept. 30, 1992)
1992) (on file
file with author).
98. Id.
Id.
99. Id.
Id. at
at 1.
100. Id.
Id.
101. Letter
101.
Letter from Fred
Fred H.
H. Miller,
Miller, Executive
Executive Director, NCCUSL,
NCCUSL, to
to Thomas
Thomas J.
J. McCarthy, Chair, ABA
and Notices
Notices 1 (Dec. 14,
14, 1992)
1992) (on file with
with
ABA Working
Working Group
Group on
on Elec.
Elec. Writing
Writing and
author).
author).
102. Id.
Id. at
at 2.
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its
That schedule meant that the WG would have a busy agenda for its
January 1993 Winter Working
Working Meeting.

F. Naming the Concept
Concept and Tweaking the Definition
McCarthy moved
As the Article 2 revision process
process geared
geared up, Tom McCarthy
moved
Subcommittee on Article 2
from chair
chair of the WG to the chair of the ABA Subcommittee
Maher and Henry
UCC Committee). Terrence
(within the VCC
Terrence P. Maher
Henry N. Dyhouse
Dyhouse
became
became the new co-chairs of the WG.
on
The 1993 Winter Working
Working Meeting
Meeting of the ABA Subcommittee
Subcommittee on
Practices took place again in Schaumberg, IlliElectronic Commercial
Commercial Practices
February 5-6, 1993.
1993. The WG's starting
nois, on the Motorola campus, on February
point was its definition from the 1992 Winter Working Meeting
Meeting (which
had remained stable throughout
throughout the other meetings
meetings in 1992):
representation of
'X" means an intentionally
intentionally created symbolic representation
''X''
of
observable form, or susceptible to reinformation in objectively observable
objectively observable form, with potential to last induction to objectively
13
definitely.lo3
definitely. 1
WG members reported
reported on the problems in using various
various terms for 'X"-''X''"message," "communication,"
"communication," "document,"
"document," record,"
"message,"
record," and "representation.' 10 4 The WG resolutely decided
tion."I04
decided against "document" because of the
it had in existing law. Then
wealth of overlapping
overlapping uses and meanings
meanings it
Then
"Tom McCarthy suggested, lobbied, cajoled, pleaded
pleaded and otherwise ar'record."' '° In preparation
gued for the term 'record."'lo5
preparation for the meeting, some
McCarthy-had tried out the term
members of the WG-including Tom McCarthy-had
sections of the April 2, 1992 draft of revised Article
''record''
Article 2
"record" in the sections
dealing with "writing" and "written"; they found the fit to be workable
workable
10 6
Added to the previous
and accurate
accurate to the proposed
proposed definition.
definition.106
previous definition, the result was this:
created symbolic representaintentionally created
"Record" means an intentionally
objectively observable
susceptible
tion of information
information in objectively
observable form, or susceptible
objectively observable
to reduction to objectively
observable form, with potential to last
intentionally create such a symindefinitely. "To record" is to intentionally
bolic representation.
representation.01077
The WG then decided to delete "intentionally created" because
because the
lack of intent to create
create a record might alter the legal effect of a record
it would not keep
but it
keep that record from existing. It replaced "observable"
103. Notes from Henry
Electronic Writings
Henry N. Dyhouse
Dyhouse on the Working Group
Group on Electronic
11, 1993) (on file
and Notices
Notices Meeting
Meeting February
February 5-6, 1993, at 1 (undated, but fax dated Mar. 11,
with author).
author).
104. Id.
105. Id.
106. Cover Letter to Article 2 Revisions
Revisions (Feb. 1, 1993)
1993) (on file with author). The text
text
with
attached as an appendix to the cover letter, with
of the sections of Articles 2 and 2A were
were attached
"writing" or
or "written"
"written" struck
and "record"
or "recorded"
"writing"
struck out
out and
"record" or
"recorded" added in.
107. Author's Notes, 1993 Winter
107.
Winter Working
Working Meeting, Schaumberg,
Schaumberg, Illinois (February
author).
5-6, 1993) [hereinafter
[hereinafter 1993
1993 Winter
Winter Working Meeting] (on file with author).
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with "perceivable,"
"perceivable," to encompass a wider range of
of senses. And it replaced "potential to last indefinitely" with "durable," because no media
media
lasts forever and because
the
former
wording
would
be
"susceptible
because
"susceptible to
legal gamesmanship."!08
gamesmanship."10 8 The result was the following definition:
"Record" means aa durable symbolic representation
representation of information in objectively perceivable form, or susceptible to reduction
to objectively
objectively perceivable
perceivable form.'
form.1099
The elegance and brevity of this version met approval
approval from many members of the WG.
After the meeting, Professor Eric E. Bergsten tried out "record"
"record" and
Mter
its proposed definition
definition in the currently
UCC sections dealing
dealing
currently enacted VCC
with "notice" and "notify." He concluded
concluded that "all of these requirements
requirements
for a written notice
notice should be satisfied by a 'record' as it
it was defined
defined at
Schaumberg."' 10 C. Robert
UCC Article 1
Schaumberg."llo
Robert Beattie
Beattie inserted "record" into VCC
to see whether
in
whether the proposed
proposed term and definition would work smoothly in
that article. The exercise was largely successful, with a few questions,
such
"delivery" and "document of title" should
such as whether "delivery"
should continue
continue to
use "writing"
"writing" as evidence
evidence of the "token" represented
represented by a negotiable
negotiable document, and whether "writing"
"writing" and its definition should be left in, for
for
those instances
"writing" really
instances in which a ''writing''
really is needed."'
needed. 111 The
The Author forwarded to the ABA Article 7 Task Force her work inserting
inserting "record"
''record''
(with its proposed
definition)
into
UCC
Article
7;
she
tentatively
proposed
VCC Article
tentatively concluded
cluded that most of the insertions were successful,
successful, except
except perhaps
perhaps for
for
concepts
like
"possession"
in
the
definitions
of "document
"document of title" and
concepts
"possession"
"bearer,"
''bearer,'' but that some aspects
aspects of Article
Article 7 should
should continue
continue to require
require a
'
"writing.""
She
noted
that
the
treatment
negotiable documents
of
''writing.''1l2
noted
treatment of negotiable
documents of
title should
should match whatever
whatever is done in Article
Article 33 and 4 as to negotiability
1l3 A similar
and
Force."'
similar
and also asked for additional
additional feedback
feedback from the Task
Task Force.
outreach
was
made
to
the
upcoming
NCCUSL
Article
9
Drafting
outreach was
the
NCCVSL
Com4
on Secured
mittee
mittee and the ABA Subcommittee
Subcommittee on
Secured Transactions.1
Transactions. 1l4
Starting at the Winter
Meeting and continuing
Winter Working
Working Meeting
continuing through
the other ABA meetings in 1993,
the
WG
began
1993,
began a long-running
long-running discussion
sion on
on the
the meaning
meaning of "durable."
"durable." In some
some ways, this discussion
discussion tracked
tracked
the Working
Group's
questions
1990-91
Working Group's questions surrounding
surrounding "fixed" in the
the 1990--91
103, at
108. Notes
Notes from
from Henry
Henry N. Dyhouse, supra
supra note
note 103,
at 1.
109. Id.
Id.
110. Letter
Letter from Eric E. Bergsten,
Bergsten, Working
Working Group Member,
Member, to Terrence
Terrence P. Maher,
Co-Chair, ABA
and Notices
Notices 33 (Mar. 10,
10, 1993)
1993) (on
(on file
file
ABA Working
Working Group
Group on
on Electronic
Electronic Writings
Writings and
with author).
author).
111. Letter
AB.A. Working
111.
Letter from
from C.
C. Robert
Robert Beattie,
Beattie, Working
Working Group
Group Member, AB.A
Working Group
Group
on Elec. Writing and Notices,
Notices, to Patricia
Patricia B.
B. Fry, Chair, ABA Subcomm. on Elec. Commercial
Commercial
Practices,
Practices, et
et al.
al. (Mar.
(Mar. 31, 1993)
1993) (on file
file with
with author).
112.
Letter from
from Christina
Christina L.
L. Kunz, Working
Working Group
Group Member,
Member, to
to A.B.A.
ABA Art. 77 Task
Task
112. Letter
Force
Force (Feb. 1-2,
1-2, 1993)
1993) (on file
file with author).
113.
Letter from
from Christina
Christina L. Kunz,
Kunz, Working
Working Group
Group Member, to
to Drew
Drew Kershen
Kershen (Feb.
(Feb.
113. Letter
23,
23, 1993)
1993) (on
(on file
file with
with author).
author).
114. Cover
Cover Letter
Letter to Article
Article 9 Revisions
Revisions (1993)
(1993) (on
(on file with
with the
the author).
author).
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meetings. lJ55 There was fair consensus that durability meant that a remeetings."
cord should not be fleeting, ethereal, or transitory and should be available for access or (re)production after its creation. It should exclude
exclude
communications, but it
it should include
memory
non-recorded oral communications,
include
memory and non-recorded
writing, magnetic
magnetic tape recording, compact disc, floppy disc, hard drive,
voicemail, email, optical disc, and photographic media. The WG tried
out various definitions
definitions of "durable," including this one:
medium, by any method now
"Durable" means reduction to any medium,
symbolic represendeveloped, which permits the symbolic
known or later developed,
communicated at
reproduced or otherwise
tation to be perceived,
perceived, reproduced
otherwise communicated
a later
later time."
time. 1166
"record" inThis definition triggered another round of discussion. Does ''record''
information stored
clude text on a computer screen, a television screen, information
in volatile (RAM, for instance) or non-volatile (hard drive, for instance)
seconds
voicemail that is retained by the system until ten seconds
memory, a voicemail
signals?" '7
after the listener hears the message, or smoke
smoke signals?117
Although the topic of smoke
smoke signals might at first seem to be tanit embodied
embodied the essence
gential or irrelevant, it
essence of what
what itit meant
meant to duraduraperceivable
form.
an
objectively
represent information
information in
bly represent
in an
perceivable form. Smoke sigreceiving
nals are in a code that can be read by the persons sending and receiving
that
dissipates
on
the
sky
in
a
medium
the message. They are inscribed
inscribed
medium
dissipates
after awhile, but not quickly enough to be fleeting or ethereal. If someone takes a picture of smoke
smoke signals, that durable
durable representation
representation of the
signals
contain informathe
smoke
smoke signals is a record because
because
enough
to be retion. But are smoke signals, by themselves, durable
durable
"s
no
longer.
cords? They last long enough to be read, but perhaps
perhaps
118
(1) durability was satisfied even
The WG agreed
agreed that (1)
even if only one
one
proof, record
access
access was possible; (2) durability
durability differed from issues of proof,
retention, and legal effect
effect of a record; (3) "record" included documents
that were
were findable
find able with software
software that can recover
recover deleted
deleted documents,
in
because the document once existed in durable
durable form and still existed
existed in
some form on the computer drive searched by the software; (4) unless
unless
the law
law says so, there is no duty to keep
keep a record (or any piece of paper),
so a record can be thrown away or not retained at the discretion
discretion of the
not
be
affected
of
a
record
should
possessor;
(5)
a
sender
possessor;
should
affected by the recipiretention;
and
(6) the standards for
on
storage
and
record
ent's decisions
decisions
storage
record retention;
for
for
more
rigorous
that
the standards for
not
be
records
should
electronic
electronic
19
paper records.
records.'119

infra text accompanying
115. See infra
accompanying notes 69-83.
69--83.
supra note 107.
1993 Winter Working Meeting, supra
116. 1993
117. Id.;
[d.; Author's Notes, ABA Business Law Section Meeting, New Orleans, La.
(Apr. 16, 1993)
1993) (on file with the author).
(Apr. 16,
118. Author's Notes, ABA Business Law Section Meeting, New
New Orleans, La. (Apr.
author).
1993) (on file with the author).
Members of the
119. Letter from Christina L. Kunz, Working
Working Group Member, to Members
Elec. Writings
Writings and Notices Working Group
Group 11 (Apr. 29, 1993) (on file with the author).
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After
After the April meeting, the Author compiled the following definiagreement among
tion from the various points
points of agreement
among the WG members:
"Durable" means accessible
accessible at a later time. Examples of durable
magnetic memedia under current
current technology
technology include writings, magnetic
dia, optical discs, audio tapes, and photographic
photographic media. Even if
if
the system permits
after
permits only one additional
additional access to a record after
its creation[], that is enough to satisfy
satisfy the definition of "durable."
representation of information was durable at
ble." If a symbolic
symbolic representation
at
one time but now no longer exists, it still was durable
durable and therefore was a "record."
"record." The record's lack of present
present existence
existence is an
issue of proof and record retention, similar to the issues surrounding
20
rounding a writing that has been thrown away.
away.120

The Author shied
shied away from an alternative
alternative definition based on the distinction
tinction between "volatile" and "non-volatile" memory
memory because the distinction
technology and almost certainly
tinction was too rooted in the current technology
certainly
2
would
' The WG by then had established
would change in future decades. 121
established a
goal of formulating
formulating a term and aa definition
definition that would
would serve the UCC
DCC
commercial law for at least fifty years-the
and commercial
years-the approximate age of the
UCC articles being revised
DCC
revised now or in the near future. The Author's
Author's final
thought
thought came
came from Amelia H. Boss, the chair of the ABA UCC
DCC Committee. Boss thought that "durable" ought to be deleted
deleted from the definition
of record. The Author agreed, because
because the WG had already resolved the
accompanying issues of proof, record retention (or not), and the lack of
accompanying
of
need
need for archival
archival quality, and because
because the deletion would free up "respecific kind of memory or recording
recording decord" from issues related to the specific
vice or back-up
inadvertently retained record is
back-up retrieval system. An inadvertently
2
' Benjamin Wright weighed
still a record. 122
weighed in, in support, and also noted
that "susceptible"
is
"susceptible" should be deleted because
because any oral
oral communication
communication
is
2
"susceptible"
to tape
but it
isn't necessarily
necessarily recorded.1
"susceptible" to
tape recording
recording but
it isn't
recorded. 1233
took
At the annual ABA meeting
meeting in August 1993, Benjamin Beard took
"record" and its definion the responsibility
responsibility of drafting the comment for ''record''
24
The WG set a goal of finalizing its work before
Winter
tion. 124
before the 1994 Winter
26
Working
Meeting. 125 He forwarded a draft comment
comment 126
to several of his
Working Meeting.125
colleagues in late August
alternative revisions of
colleagues
August and also proposed two alternative
of
the "record" definition:
120. Id.
Id. at 2-3.
121. Id.
Id. at 3-4.
122. [d.
(Ju123. Letter
Letter from Benjamin Wright to Christina L. Kunz and Terrence
Terrence P. Maher (July 17, 1993) (on file with author).
124. Memorandum
Memorandum from D. Benjamin
Benjamin Beard to Timothy Chorvat, Christina
Christina L. Kunz,
(Aug. 24, 1993) [hereinafter
[hereinafter
J. McCarthy, and Terrence
Terrence P. Maher (Aug.
Dale Marvin, Thomas
Thomas J.
Memorandum] (on
(on file with the author).
Beard Memorandum]
Terrence P. Maher
(on
125. Letter
Letter from Terrence
Maher to Working Group members (Aug.
(Aug. 13, 1993) (on
file with author).
author).
126. Beard Memorandum,
Memorandum, supra
supro note 124.
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"Record" means a durable representation of information,
information, regardinformation is conveyed, that is
less of the media
media in which such information
is
perceivable form.
in, or is capable of reduction to, objectively
objectively perceivable
"Record" means a retrievable
retrievable representation
representation of information, reconveyed."1277
gardless of the media
media in which such information
information is conveyed.
alternative versions of the comment
comment
In late 1993, proposed edits and alternative
and the definition
definition flowed among Benjamin
Benjamin Beard, Terrence Maher,
2
in
members also kept in
WG members
Dyhouse.1128
Thomas McCarthy, and Henry Dyhouse.
Thomas
touch with James
James Rogers,
Rogers, the reporter for the Article 8 Drafting Comtouch
in
mittee, as to his work in defining "communication"
"communication" and other terms in
Article
Article 8.129
8. 129
Concurrently
commenting on EDI,
Concurrently several articles were published, commenting
statute of frauds issues, and the need for a better definitional solution
commerce.'130
electronic commerce.
for electronic
on
Subcommittee on
The 1994 Winter Working Meeting of the ABA Subcommittee
Commercial Practices took place
Electronic Commercial
place in Columbus,
Columbus, Ohio, on February 4-5, 1994. The WG further revised the definition of "record"
''record'' to
to
recent
delete "symbolic," based
based on Benjamin Beard's
Beard's arguments
arguments in his recent
concurred
draft comment
comment and proposed definitions. The WG members concurred
that "symbolic" was redundant with "representation
''representation of information."
information."
"capable," a clearer
The WG changed "susceptible" to "capable,"
clearer word. And the WG
an objective test in this
infer
deleted "objectively"
"objectively" because the law would
would
second
The
WG added a second
the
definition.
prodding
by
setting without any
setting
was as
as
The
result
of
record.
is
a
subset
that
a
writing
sentence
clarifying
sentence
follows:
representation of information which
"Record" means a durable representation
which is
in, or is capable of being retrieved or reproduced
reproduced in, perceivable
perceivable

127. Id.
[d.
Memorandum from D. Benjamin
128. See, e.g., Memorandum
Benjamin Beard on Draft
Draft Commentary for "ReMemorandum from Tercord" to Timothy
Timothy Chorvat
Chorvat (Jan.
(Jan. 25, 1994) (on file with the author); Memorandum
rence P. Maher
Maher on Writings and Notices
Notices Meeting
Meeting in Columbus, Ohio to Members
Members of the Elec.
Writing
Working Group on the commentary
commentary for "Record"(Jan. 26, 1994) (on file
Writing and Notices Working
P. Maher
with author); Letter from Thomas J.
J. McCarthy
McCarthy to Terrence P.
Maher (Jan.
(Jan. 27, 1994) (on file
author).
with author).
Letter from James Steven Rogers to Thomas J. McCarthy
McCarthy and Patricia Brum129. Letter
(Jan. 5, 1994)
1994) (on file with the author); Letter from Thomas J. McCarthy
McCarthy to James
field Fry (Jan.
(on file with the author); Memorandum
(Jan. 17, 1994) (on
Steven Rogers (Jan.
Memorandum from Patricia Brum(Jan. 21, 1994) (on file with the author).
Rogers (Jan.
field Fry to James Steven Rogers
supra note 44; Sharon F. DiPaolo, The Application of the Uniform
Uniform Com130. Fry, supra
mercial Code Section
COM. 143
Section 2-201 Statute of Frauds to Electronic Commerce, 13 J.L. & COM.
Commercial Practices
(1993); Lee A.
A Schott, Electronic Commercial
Practices and the Uniform Commercial
Commercial Code,
(1993);
C878 A.L.I.-A-B.A.
AL.I.-ABA CONTINUING
CONTINUING LEGAL
LEGAL EDUC. 323 (1993) (reviewing concepts
concepts and discussing
converting to electronic
electronic records)
address writing
writing requirements
requirements of the UCC when converting
proposals to address
(Schott was
was later instrumental in lobbying
lobbying for and drafting the Article 9 provisions on elecA.
& Lee A
tronic chattel paper, along with Ron Gross and Candace
Candace Jones);
Jones); Richard E. Speidel &
Contracting on Contract
Schott, Impact of Electronic Contracting
Contract Formation
Formation under Revised
Revised UCC Article
AL.I.-A.BA CONTINUING
CONTINUING LEGAL EDUc.
EDUC. 335 (1993) (reviewing revision to the
2, Sales, C878 AL.I.-A.BA
UCC to address electronic
electronic contracting).
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other
electronic or other
form. A record may be in writing or in any electronic
131
media. 131

The WG also worked
worked on Benjamin Beard's draft comment, shortening and reorganizing parts of it.
it. Much of the remainder of the meeting
meeting
UCC Article 2 for feedback to
was spent reviewing
reviewing the current redraft of VCC
the NCCUSL
NCCVSL committee on issues of "writing" and "record" such as
"conspicuousness"
EDI messages,
messages, the
the propriety
"conspicuousness" in
in ED!
propriety of electronic notices,
protection
"receipt"
''receipt'' of electronic communications, and related consumer protection
1994
laws. The WG resolved to finalize its work on "record" at the April 1994
D.C. 112
Washington, D.C.132
in Washington,
Section in
of the ABA Business Law Section
meeting
meeting ofthe
J. Chorvat
Before the April meeting, Timothy J.
Chorvat suggested
suggested that "durable" be replaced with ''retainable,''
"retainable," to cover
cover emails that may not al(finally) smoke signals, which cannot
ways be durable and to exclude (finally)
cannot be
'thus offer no significant
significant improvement on human mempreserved
preserved and ''thus
memory in assisting future efforts
efforts to ascertain
ascertain or prove the existence and
content
message."13' He criticized
criticized ''reproduced''
"reproduced" as unneeded and
content of the message."133
and
urged that "media" be changed
changed to "medium" in that context."'
context. 134 Benjamin
Wright also weighed in, urging again that "durable" be deleted
deleted and
making
suggestions.1'135 Thomas
making additional suggestions.
Thomas McCarthy
McCarthy picked up on his
his
point, agreeing that "durable" simply meant that the recipient
could
1 6
have to.
not have
she did
or she
he or
communication, but he
store or print the communication,
did not
to. 136
At the April 1994
1994 meeting, the WG finally deleted "durable," succumbing
to
months
of arguments
arguments against it.
sentence was
cumbing
it. The final sentence
it was explanatory
explanatory but not definitional.
moved to the comment, because
because it
The result was the following definition:
representation of information
information which
is
"Record" means a representation
which is in, or
is
137
form. 137
in, perceivable
reproduced in,
capable of being retrieved or reproduced
perceivable form.
131.
131. Letter from Terrence
Terrence Maher to Thomas J. McCarthy
McCarthy (Mar. 5, 1994) (suggesting
revisions to U.C.C. Art 2 to accommodate electronic transactions) (on file with author). This
was
was the version handed
handed over to NCCUSL's Style Committee and various NCCUSL drafting
committees
committees in spring
spring of 1994.
132.
132. Letter from Henry
Henry N. Dyhouse &
& Terrence P. Maher
Maher on Working
Working Group Meet9, 1994 to Members
Members of the Working Group on Elec. Writings
Writings
ing in Washington, D.C. on Apr. 9,1994
author).
(Mar. 10, 1994) (on file with author).
and Notices (Mar.
133.
Chorvat to Henry
Henry N. Dyhouse, Pa133. Memorandum on "Record" from Timothy J. Chorvat
tricia
Terrence P. Maher, Thomas J. McCarthy, and Benjamin Wright (Mar. 16,
tricia B. Fry, Terrence
author).
1994) (on file with author).
134. Id.
[d.
135.
Henry N. Dyhouse, Patricia
Terrence P.
135. Letter from Benjamin Wright to Henry
Patricia B. Fry, Terrence
Maher, and Thomas J. McCarthy
McCarthy (Mar. 14, 1994)
1994) (on file with author).
Memorandum from Thomas J. McCarthy to Henry N. Dyhouse, Patricia B. Fry,
136. Memorandum
and Terrence
Terrence P. Maher
Maher (Mar. 16, 1994) (on file with author).
Memorandum from C. Robert Beattie
Members of the ABA Bus. Law Elec.
Beattie to Members
137. Memorandum
Commercial Practices
Practices Comm.-Working
Comm.-Working Group on Writings and Notices and Other
Commercial
Other Interested Parties (Nov. 8, 1995) (Exhibit 2, Agenda, UCC Comm.,
Comm., Subcomm.
Subcomm. on Elec. Commer(Aug.
cial Practices,
Practices, Working
Working Group on Writings and Notices, ABA
ABA Annual Meeting, Chicago (Aug.
1995)
"record," with a sixth principle
principle
1995) (list of five principles that should guide the use of "record,"
handwritten
handwritten by Benjamin Beard, Beattie's co-chair: "Rejection of Concept of DurabilityDurability-
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G. The
The NCCUSL
NCCUSL Style
Style Committee
Committee Edits the
the Definition
Definition
Patricia B.
Meanwhile, after the 1994
1994 Winter
Winter Working
Working Meeting,
Meeting, Patricia
Meanwhile,
Fry transmitted
transmitted the
the previous
previous version
version of
of the definition
definition and its comment
comment
Fry
drafting committees
committees working
working on UCC Articles
Articles 22 and 5 and
and on
on the
to the drafting
Uniform Limited
Limited Liability Company
Company Act,
Act/1"3s8 where "record" and
and its
its defiUniform
nition were
were quickly
quickly incorporated
incorporated into
into the final drafts of
of UCC Article
Article 5
nition
Uniform Limited
Limited Liability Company
Company Act. Both uniform
uniform acts
acts
and the Uniform
were
were approved
approved by
by the commissioners
commissioners at the NCCUSL's
NCCUSL's annual
annual meeting
meeting
on August 4,
4, 1994,
1994, with
with Article
Article 5 still needing
needing ALI approval
approval as well.1"1399
However,
However, the
the definition
definition of "record" still needed
needed approval
approval by
by the
Commissioner Eugene
Eugene A. Burdick, the
the chair
chair
NCCUSL Style Committee. Commissioner
of the
the Style
Style Committee,
Committee, began
began proposing
proposing changes
changes in the term and
and the
definition. He initially
initially proposed the following language
language to the drafting
drafting
committee
Liability Company
Company Act:
committee of the Uniform Limited Liability
information
"Durable record" means
means a lasting representation
representation of information
medium
or is capaor
other
tangible
is
inscribed
on
paper
which
which inscribed
or
tangible
reproor
other
storage,
from
electronic
ble of being retrieved
retrieved
electronic
other
duced
perceivable [, comprehensible]
comprehensible] form, and communiduced. in perceivable
14
cated. 1401
He also proposed
proposed changes to the definition of "writing"
''writing'' for the Article
Article 2
revision.14141 Fry, a NCCUSL commissioner, quickly found herself
revision.
herself rearguing
arguing and re-visiting nearly every
every word and concept
concept in the definition.
of
She responded with a host of arguments (derived from three years
years of
WG) 4 2 and a proposed compromise:
deliberations
deliberations by the ABA WG)142
compromise:

information which is either inscribed on paper
paper
"Record" means information
or another
another tangible medium or is capable
capable of being retrieved
retrieved from
reproduced in a
an electronic medium or similar storage and reproduced
43
lasting and perceivable
perceivable form.
form.143
separate the con'it may be advisable
Burdick's
Burdick's response was that ''it
advisable to separate
conone-size-fits-all definition of 'Record' that
cepts of that portion of the one-size-fits-all
deals with traditional notions of 'Documents' and that portion that deals
deals
up.') (on file
Record[,] Rob to draft up.")
Make clear it was rejected
rejected and why!-Put into NCCUSL
NCCUSL Record[,]
with author).
author).
statutory drafting process,
process, the ABA is purely an advisory body to
138. In the statutory
NCCUSL, except for the Model Business Corporations Act.
Prof. Fred
I. Cutler, chair of ULLCA drafting committee, to Prof.
Letter from Edward 1.
139. Letter
1994).
(Aug. 12, 1994).
H. Miller, Exec. Dir. of NCCUSL 1 (Aug.
H.
A. Burdick, chair of NCCUSL Style Committee, to Edward
140. Letter
Letter from Eugene A
(Aug. 15,
I. Cutler, chair
1.
chair of drafting
drafting committee
committee on Uniform
Uniform Limited Liability Company Act 1 (Aug.
author).
file with author).
1994) (on file
Id. at
at2.
141. [d.
2.
(Aug.
142. Letter from Patricia Brumfield Fry to Surrogate Judge Eugene Burdick (Aug.
1994) (on file with author).
author).
17, 1994)
(Aug.
Commissioner Eugene Burdick 2 (Aug.
Patricia Brumfield
Brumfield Fry to Commissioner
143. Letter from Patricia
author).
1994) (on file with author).
19, 1994)
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information.1 44 He accordingly proposed
with electronic inscription
inscription of information."144
proposed
the following two definitions:
"Document" means
means a paper or other tangible medium upon
upon
which comprehensible
comprehensible information is inscribed.

"record" means elec"Unless the context otherwise requires, ''record''
containing information that is capable
tronic or similar storage
storage containing
capable
reproduced in a lasting, perceivable,
perceivable, and
of being
being retrieved and14 5reproduced
comprehensible
form.145
comprehensible form.
A few days later, he issued another proposal, using a new word:
information
"Informat" means
means tangible material
material inscribed with information
technological repository of information
information that is retrievable
in
or a technological
retrievable
in
46
form.'146
perceivable form.
perceivable
Fry responded by going back to the version she already had forwarded
forwarded
to the drafting committee working on the Limited Liability Company
Act:
"Record" means
means aa lasting
representation of information which is
"Record"
lasting representation
is
perceivable
in, or is capable of being retrieved or reproduced
reproduced in, perceivable
writing or in any electronic
or other
may
be
in
electronic
other
form. A record
47
medium. 147
Carlyle
J. Bugge both wrote Burdick, weighing
Carlyle C. Ring and Lawrence
Lawrence J.
weighing in
148
with reasons why the ABA version should be the final version. 148
The
commissioners
were
chairs
of
drafting
committees
on
UCC
Articles
5
commissioners
committees
and 2, respectively. Both acts were using "record"
''record'' and its definition,
definition, as
shaped
shaped by the ABA Working
Working Group.
On September 20, 1994, the Style Committee
Committee issued its recommended definition
of
"record":
definition ' 'record":
Record
information that is inscribed on a tangible
tangible meRecord means information
dium or that is stored in an electronic
electronic or other medium and is
49
perceivable form.
form.'149
retrievable in perceivable
Prof. Patricia Brumfield
(Aug. 29, 1994)
144. Letter
Letter from Eugene
Eugene A. Burdick to Prof.
Brumfield Fry 1 (Aug.
(on file with author).
author).
145. Id. at 2.
Prof. Patricia
Brumfield Fry 1 (Aug.
(Aug. 31, 1994)
146. Letter
Letter from Eugene A. Burdick
Burdick to Prof.
Patricia Brumfield
(on file with author).
author).
Letter from Patricia Brumfield
Brumfield Fry to Commissioner
Commissioner Eugene Burdick
Burdick 2 (Sept. 2,
147. Letter
author).
1994) (on file with author).
Letter from Carlyle
Carlyle C. Ring, Jr., chair of NCCUSL
NCCUSL Article
Article 5 drafting committee,
committee,
148. Letter
to Judge Eugene A. Burdick
Burdick (Sept. 6, 1994) (on file with author); Letter from Lawrence J.
Bugge, chair of NCCUSL Article 2 drafting committee, to Commissioner Eugene A. Burdick
Burdick
(Sept. 6, 1994) (on file with author).
author).
(Sept.
149. See Memorandum
J. Bugge to NCCUSL Mailing
Memorandum from Lawrence J.
Mailing List (October 3,
author).
1994) (on file with author).
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Fry and
and Terry
Terry Maher,
Maher, the
the co-chair
co-chair of
of the
the ABA
ABA WG,
WG, concurred
concurred that
that
Fry
the
of
concept
the
the
language
was
workable
and
did
not
affect
the
concept
of
the
affect
not
did
and
workable
was
language
the
5° Bugge proposed some
"inword
WG.150
some
substitutes
new
word
new
the
for
substitutes
proposed
WG.' Bugge
scribed," such
such as
as "represented,
"represented, preserved,
preserved, retained,
retained, maintained,
maintained, capcapscribed,"
1 51 Fry, Cutler, and
tured,
or
registered."l51
and
Ring
requested
Burdick
Burdick
that
requested
Ring
tured, or registered." Fry,
"poll
"poll the
the Style
Style Committee
Committee to
to determine
determine if
if there
there is
is a word
word which
which ...
...
defithe
answers these
these concerns
concerns without
without distorting
distorting the
the meaning
meaning of
of the
answers
52
Style Committee
Committee held firm in its
its choice
choice of
of "inscribed,"
nition."152
The Style
nition."'
quoting dictionary
dictionary definitions
definitions of
of the word
word that
that encompass
encompass printing,
quoting
"other manner
manner of
of generating
generating inforwriting, etching, engraving, and "other
53
mation on a physical
physical medium
medium in
in perceivable
perceivable form.'
form."l53
mation
October 1994, Fry submitted
submitted the
the following
following comment
comment language
language
In October
to the reporters
reporters for Limited
Limited Liability
Liability Company
Company Act and UCC
DCC Article
5 Drafting
Drafting Committees:
embrace all
This definition
definition is designed
designed to
to embrace
all means
means of
of
Record. This
information except
communicating or
or storing
storing information
except human memory.
communicating
rapid development
commercial adoption
adoption of modGiven the rapid
development and commercial
Given
ern communication
communication and storage
storage technologies, requirements
requirements that
ern
communications be "written" or "in
documents or communications
''in writing" do not
not
documents
current
commercial practices. Examples
necessarily reflect commercial
Examples of current
necessarily
technologies commercially
used to communicate
communicate or store
store inforcommercially used
technologies
magnetic media, optical
mation include, but are not limited to, magnetic
messaging systems, electronic mail, audio
discs, digital voice messaging
media, as well as paper. Record
photographic
and
tapes
tapes
Record is an inof storing or
methods
these
all
of
includes
or
clusive term which includes
communicating
communicating information.
inpermanent or inAny ''writing''
"writing" is a record. A record need not be permanent
other
destructible, but the term does not include any oral or other
communication
communication which is not stored or preserved by any means.
information must be stored on paper or some other medium.
The information
Information
Information that has not been retained other than through huqualify as a record. A record may be
man memory does not qualifY
signed [include cross-reference
cross-reference to that section]. A record may be
particular party.
created without the knowledge or intent of a particular
"record" does
'in writing," the term ''record''
"written" or ''in
Like the terms "written"
or legal effect which a
not establish the purposes, permitted uses or
record
law. A record
provision of law.
may have under any particular provision
record may

member
Committee member
Style Committee
Ruud, Style
Fry to Millard Ruud,
Patricia Brumfield Fry
from Patricia
Letter from
150. Letter
author).
1994) (on file with author).
23, 1994)
(Sept.
(Sept. 23,
note
supra note
List, supra
Mailing List,
NCCUSL Mailing
from Lawrence J. Bugge to NCCUSL
Memorandum from
151.
151. Memorandum
149.
149.
5,
(Oct. 5,
Eugene Burdick 1 (Oct.
to Commissioner Eugene
Fry to
Brumfield Fry
from Patricia
Patricia Brumfield
Letter from
152. Letter
152.
author).
(on file
file with author).
1994) (on
1994)
PatriProf. PatriStyle, to Prof.
on Style,
Committee on
of Committee
A. Burdick,
Burdick, chairman of
Eugene A
from Eugene
Letter from
153. Letter
153.
author).
(on file with author).
1994) (on
13, 1994)
Fry (Oct.
(Oct. 13,
cia Brumfield
Brumfield Fry
cia
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may or may not be admissible in evidence, satisfy statutes of
of
mayor
frauds, or be in appropriate
appropriate form for filing with a filing office.
Other provisions of this Act, or other law, must be consulted to
determine the admissibility, etc. of any particular
particular record.

Cf. "written" or "in
"inwriting." A writing is aa particular form of reCf.
cord. A specification
specification that a document or communication must be
in writing excludes the use of any other form of record. In some
instances, statutes or the regulations of filing offices may require that a writing be filed or that a particular form of signature be employed. In such cases, whether or not a record
record is permitted under this Act, compliance with those statutes or regulations is necessary. When such filing offices adopt modern technologies, any record
record satisfying such modified statutes
statutes or regula15
tions as may be adopted
adopted would be sufficient
sufficient under this Act. 154
The comment was revised by the Style Committee,
Committee, which approved the
following final version for ULLCA:
"Record." This Act is the first Uniform Act promulgated
"Record."
promulgated with a
present
become current with the present
definition of "record", so as to become
electronic technology
accommodate prospective
state of electronic
technology and to accommodate
prospective
future technology
technology in the communication
communication and storage
storage of informaother than
than by human
human memory or inscribed
inscribed media. Modern
tion other
methods of communicating
employed in
in
communicating and storing information employed
commercial
commercial practices
practices are no long confined
confined to physical documents.
Of course, any 'writing'
'writing' is a record. A record
record need not be
be permanent or
or indestructible,
indestructible, but an oral or other
other unwritten
unwritten communicommunipreserved on paper or some other mecation must be stored or preserved
dium to qualify
qualify as a record. Information
Information that has not been
been retained other
other than
than through
through human memory
memory does
does not quality
quality as a
may be signed. It
It may be created
created without the
record. A
A record
record may
knowledge
knowledge or intent of a particular
particular party.
The new definition
of
definition is expected
expected to
to be
be contained
contained in
in the Revision
Revision of
Article
5
of
the
UCC,
governing
Article of
governing Letters of
of Credit, which
which remains
remains
to be confirmed
confirmed by
by the American
American Law Institute, and in the Revision of
governing Sales, which is in adof Article 2 of the UCC, governing
vanced
stages of drafting. Other provisions of those
those Acts and
vanced stages
other law
law must be consulted
consulted to determine
determine admissibility
aqmissibility in evithe applicability
applicability of statutes
statutes of
of fraud and other questions
questions
dence, the
regarding
regarding the
the use
use of
of such
such records.
records. Thus,
Thus, under
under Section
Section 206(a),
154.
154. Memorandum
Memorandum from
from Patricia
Patricia B.
B. Fry to
to Drafting
Drafting Committee
Committee on
on Uniform
Uniform Limited
Limited
Liability
2, et
et al. (Oct.
(Oct. 18,
18, 1994)
1994) (on file
file
Liability Company
Company Act
Act (ULLCA),
(ULLCA), UCC
UCC Article
Article 5,
5, UCC
UCC Article
Article 2,
with author).
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electronic filings may be permitted and even encouraged
encouraged by a
substantial
number of Secretaries
substantial number
Secretaries of State.
State.'51555
56
Other versions of the comment
comment appeared in subsequent
subsequent uniform acts.
acts.'156
Other

III. THE POLICIES UNDERLYING
UNDERLYING "RECORD"
"RECORD"
In the summer
summer of 1995, C. Robert Beattie and Benjamin
Benjamin Beard
Beard took
took
co-chairs of the WG. At its first meeting with the new co-chairs,
co-chairs,
over as co-chairs
realized that its previous
previous work and resulting expertise
expertise on "writthe WG realized
ing," "notice,"
"notice," "record,"
''record,'' and other UCC terms involving documents and
and
of
communications was needed
communications
needed and would be valuable
valuable in a wide arena
arena of
drafting efforts-for
efforts-for example,
example, UCC Articles 1,
1, 2, 2A, 2B, 7, and 9 as well
57
as in UNCITRAL.'
UNCITRAL.157
discussed the over-arching
over-arching policies that
that
The WG discussed
had governed
governed its work so far, as well as specific issues that needed more
work-notice
"signed,"'' 8 the conwork-notice by electronic
electronic record, the definition of "signed,"158
EDI,'59 and tokens like
tinually puzzling issue of "conspicuousness" in EDI,159
6
16o
negotiable instruments and documents. '
Subcommittee on Electronic
Electronic CommerIn December
December 1995, the ABA Subcommittee
committee status
status and became
became the Comcial Practices was granted full committee
mittee on the Law of Commerce in Cyberspace. Patricia Fry relinquished her chair to Jeffrey Ritter, as Patricia Fry continued
continued her work
commissioner on several
as a NCCUSL commissioner
several UCC drafting committees and
also began to set up the project
project that would become the Uniform Electronic Transactions
Transactions Act (UETA), with Patricia Fry as chair and Benjamin Beard as reporter.
At the 1996 Winter Working
Working Meeting, C. Robert Beattie, the Author, Benjamin
Benjamin Beard, and Benjamin Wright prepared a report setting
setting
"record" in the
considered in any use of the term ''record''
out the principles
principles to be considered
UCC and other statutes. Beattie and the Author
VCC
Author further fleshed out the
UCC Article 2 Drafting Committee meeting in Dallas, and
report at a VCC
the report
report came to be known as the "Dallas Report" among
among WG mem-

Prof.
155. Letter
155.
Letter from Edward I. Cutler, chair of drafting committee on ULLCA, to Prof.
Patricia Brumfield Fry (Nov. 15, 1994).
156. See uniform acts listed in Appendix
Appendix A, infra.
infra.
157. Memorandum
Memorandum from D. Benjamin Beard & C. Robert
Robert Beattie
Beattie to Members of the
(Aug. 28, 1995)
1995) (on file with author).
Working Group on Elec. Writings and Notices (Aug.
surrounding digital and other
other
158. Defined
158.
Defined in UCC § 1-201(37)
1-201(37) (2000), the issues surrounding
of
electronic signatures
electronic
signatures had not yet been adequately
adequately addressed. Until this point, the problem
problem of
electronic commerce
commerce had seemed
signatures
signatures in electronic
seemed not to pose as much of aa legal
legal issue as the
issue of whether an electronic
electronic communication or document
document was a "writing." Both the predecessor Task Force (see EDI Report, supra
supra note 15 and accompanying
accompanying text) and the WG
WG had
earlier
concluded that the means by which electronic
earlier concluded
electronic communications
communications identified
identified their senders met the existing
existing UCC definition of "signed."
sophisticated EDI systems and
and the even
even
159. Eventually, with the advent of more sophisticated
more
communication, the issue of "conspicuousmore significant
significant move to web-based systems of communication,
arness" simply disappeared
disappeared as a legal issue. By now, electronic communication
communication has a rich array of formatting
formatting tools by which to make a particular
particular clause
clause conspicuous.
supra note 157.
160.
Memorandum from D. Benjamin Beard and C
C...Robert Beattie, supra
160. Memorandum
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bers.16 1 The report was reviewed and refined by the WG (now renamed
bers.161
renamed
the Task Force
Force on Writings and Notices,
Notices, with the Cyberspace
Cyberspace Law
162 and was submit1996162
Committee) during the subsequent
subsequent meetings in 1996
ted by the ABA Section
Section of Business Law Ad Hoc Task Force
Force on ElecCommittee on Electronic
Contracting to the NCCUSL
NCeUSL Drafting Committee
tronic Contracting
Contracting
Contracting in December 1996, as part of the preparatory
preparatory efforts for
for
UETA. 1' Mter
After
forming a drafting
drafting committee
committee for what would become the UETA.l63
stating
stating the definition
definition and comment
comment to "record," the Report went on to
following:
state the following:
III. Principles
Principles for the Use of "Record"
"Record"
In keeping
suggestions contained
keeping with the suggestions
contained in the preceding
preceding
commentary, we believe
guide
believe the following principles should guide
the use of the term "record" in the UCC
uec and other statutes.

A. "Record" should be used in a manner that is media neutral,
not favoring any single technology.
B. "Record"
"Record" should be used in a way that is media flexible, so as
to accommodate
accommodate anticipated
anticipated future technologies.
technologies.
C. Written
Written records
records and non-written
non-written records
records should be treated in
the same manner to the extent possible, keeping in mind that
writings
writings are a subset of records. If itit is not possible to treat them
the same, they should be treated analogously unless the context
requires
requires otherwise
otherwise for very good reason.
D. To the extent possible, uses of the term "record" should specify
ifY the goal to be achieved
achieved by the use of a record
record in a given conrather than the
text (e.g.
(e.g. to give notice or memorialize
content),
memorialize
presumption
that appromanner
of
achieving
the
goal,
on
the
manner
achieving
will
be
developed
to
implement
the
priate
technology
exists
or
priate technology
developed
to
refer
to
a
"contract"
or
goal. "Record"
should
not
be
used
"Record"
or
"agreement"
since
"record"
is
content
neutral.
"agreement" since "record" is content

E. Drafters
Drafters should resist the urge to require written records in
contexts because "that is the way it
certain contexts
it has always been
done."
contract formation setting, the parties may elect to
done." In a contract
recognize further
should not be required to do so. (We recognize
do so, but should
contexts and under
work must be done to determine
determine in what
what contexts
what conditions it
it is appropriate to use a non-written record as
161. Memorandum
Memorandum from D. Benjamin
Benjamin Beard
Beard and C. Robert Beattie to Members
Members of
of
Task Force on Writings and Notices (Apr.
(Apr. 9, 1996) (on file with
with author).
162. E-mail
Robert Beattie
Beattie to Thomas J.
J. McCarthy et al. (Sept. 21, 1996,
E-mail from C. Robert
11:07 EST) (on file with author).
163. Memorandum from the ABA
ABA Section of Bus. Law Ad Hoc Task Force on Elec.
Contracting
Contracting to Patricia
Patricia Brumfield Fry and
and D. Benjamin Beard as to the NCCUSL Drafting
Comm. on Electronic
Contracting (December 10, 1996) (the "Dallas Report" was included as
Electronic Contracting
Appendix A) (on file with author).
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"token," an
an item which
which embodies
embodies property
property rights in
in addition
addition to
to
a "token,"
conveying information,
information, e.g.,
e.g., a negotiable
negotiable promissory
promissory note.)
conveying
be required
required to
Unless absolutely
absolutely necessary,
necessary, records
records should
should not be
F. Unless
understood that writings
writings themselves
themselves are not
not
be durable, it being understood
that durable. Durability
itself is
is not an absolute
absolute concept
concept in
in
Durability itself
all that
any
any medium.
contained in Section
G. The existing definition
definition of
of "send" contained
Section 1of
"reasonable
201(38) of the UCC
VCC contains
contains the concept
concept
"reasonable under
under
201(38)
the circumstances."
circumstances." Whether
Whether a form of a record is reasonable
reasonable
the
under the circumstances
circumstances should be determined
determined by examining
examining
under
whether the record
record is in a form that
that would permit
permit the recipient
recipient
whether
satisfy the reunderstand its contents
contents so as to satisfY
to access and understand
1-201(26). A
quirements for giving
giving notice as defined
defined in Section
Section 1-201(26).
A
record may take
take an infinite
infinite number of forms, none of which
which is
is
record
appropriate
The form of a record refers to
to
appropriate for all circumstances. The
computer language
language in which
which it is comcomits format, the human or computer
which it resides. When one sends a reposed and the medium on which
choice must be
be
cord to another, a form must be selected. The choice
reasonable
sought to be achieved. It
It would
would be
be
reasonable for the purpose sought
unreasonable
one to send a record in Chinese, for example,
unreasonable for one
when the sender knows the recipient is unlikely
unlikely to be
be capable of
of
reading Chinese. Similarly, it
it would usually be unreasonable
unreasonable to
record to a sizable number
number of recipients
recipients only in
send a computer record
language of limited
limited applicability
applicability rather than
a specific computer language
ASCII."164
in a generic
generic format such as ASCII.
M

elaborated upon
These policies have been further implemented
implemented and elaborated
upon
been
VETA, which was promulgated
promulgated by NCCUSL
NCCVSL in 1999 and has been
in the UJETA,
adopted by forty-six states,165
District of Columbia, and the Virgin
states, 1' the District
cornerstones of VETA
Islands. The cornerstones
UETA are the following propositions:

or
(a) A record or signature may not be denied legal effect or
it is in electronic form.
enforceability solely because it
enforceability
(b) A contract
contract may not be denied legal effect or enforceabilits
ity solely because an electronic record was used in its
formation.

Id. App. A.
164. [d.
A (Note that the U.C.C. sections listed in subsection "G" are as they
TransactionsAct, 52
Uniform Electronic
Draft Uniform
1996). See also
existed
existed in 1996).
also C. Robert Beattie, Draft
Electronic Transactions
52
(including the "Dallas Report").
L. Q. REP. 365 (1998) (including
CONS. FIN. L.
CoNS.
in the legisis pending in
165. UETA is adopted in every state except Georgia (where it is
Commissioners,
New York, and Washington. Uniform Law Commissioners,
lature), Illinois, New
www.nccusl.org/Update/uniformactfactsheets/uniformacts-fs-ueta.asp
www.nccusl.org/Update/uniformact
Jactsheets/uniformacts-fs-ueta.asp (last visited, March 6,
ILL.
Act that uses "record" and its definition. 5 ILL.
2009). Illinois has an Electronic Signature Act
2009).
(West 2008).
2008).
175/5-105 (West
COMP. STAT. ANN. 175/5-105
CoMP.
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(c) If
If a law requires
requires aa record to be
be in
in writing,
writing, an electronic
the law.
record satisfies the
(d) If
If aa law
law requires a signature,
signature, an
an electronic signature satsat(d)
166
law. 166
the law.
isfies the
isfies
"Record" is
is aa key
key component in the ease of
of phrasing these
these rules. As
"Record"
UETA was starting to be enacted
enacted by state legislatures, Congress
the VETA
enacted the Electronic Signatures in Global and National Commerce Act
enacted
67
2000,167
UETA's
which begins with rules that are similar to VETA's
(E-SIGN) in 2000/
foreign commerce:
rules above, but govern interstate and foreign
(1) [A] signature, contract, or other record ...
. . .may
may not be denied legal effect, validity, or enforceability solely because it
it
is in electronic form; and
(2) [A] contract ...
... may not be denied legal effect, validity, or
or
enforceability solely because an electronic signature or elecenforceability
168
formation. 168
in its
tronic record was used in
its formation.
These provisions
UETA and E-SIGN depend
provisions in VETA
depend heavily on "record" and
its definition.
"Record"
"Record" also now appears in over 100 state statutes and model
and uniform acts. Many of them are listed
Appendices A and B. The
listed in Appendices
term "record"
''record'' and its definition have been widely
widely enacted
enacted in very consistent form. This
intended to furnish a publicly
available draftThis Article
Article is intended
publicly available
ing history
statement that will supplement
history and policy statement
supplement and anchor
anchor this
growing body of
law at the hub of electronic
growing
oflaw
electronic commerce.

166.
166. UETA
UETA § 77 (2007).
(2007).
167.
167. 15
15 U.S.C.
U.S.C. §§
§§ 7001-7031
7001-7031 (2006).
(2006). See also
also Shea
Shea C.
C. Meehan
Meehan &
& D. Benjamin
Benjamin Beard,
Beard,
What
What Hath
Hath Congress
Congress Wrought:
Wrought: E-SIGN,
E-SIGN, the UETA,
UETA, and
and the
the Question
Question of
of Preemption,
Preemption, 37
37
IDAHO
IDAHO L.
L. REV.
REV. 389
389 (2001).
(2001).
168.
7001(a) (2006).
168. 15
15 U.S.C.
U.S.C. §§ 7001(a)
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"Record"
Appendix A: Model and Uniform Acts Using "Record"
Appendix
•*
•"
•*
•*
"
•
*•
*•
*•
•"
•"

•*

Model Entity Transactions Act
Act
Model Registered
Registered Agents Act
Act
Protective Proceedings
Proceedings
Uniform Adult Guardianship
Guardianship and Protective
Act
Jurisdiction
Jurisdiction Act
Uniform Anatomical
Anatomical Gift Act (2006)
Arbitration Act (2000)
Uniform Arbitration
Uniform Assignment
Assignment of Rents Act (uses "record" definition to define "document")
Athlete Agents Act (2000)
Uniform Athlete
Uniform Certificate
Certificate of Title Act
Act
Uniform
Act
Prevention Act
Uniform Child Abduction
Abduction Prevention
Uniform
Jurisdiction and Enforcement
Act
Uniform Child Custody Jurisdiction
Enforcement Act
(1997)
(1997)
Uniform
Uniform Commercial
Commercial Code
o Article 1 (2008) (revised 2001)
o Article
Article 2 (2008) (amended 2003)
o Article
Article 2A (2008) (amended 2003)
o Article
Article 3 (2008) (revised 2002)
o Article
Article 5 (2007) (revised 1995)
o Article
Article 77 (2007) (revised 2003)
o Article
Article 8 (2007) (amended 2003)
o Article
Article 9 (2007) (amended 2003)
"
• Uniform
Uniform Computer
Computer Information Transactions
Transactions Act
Act
"
Consumer Leases Act
Act
• Uniform
Uniform Consumer
Act
•* Uniform
Uniform Debt-Management
Debt-Management Services
Services Act
•* Uniform
Uniform Disclaimer
Disclaimer of Property Interests
Interests Acts (1999)
(1999)
Transactions Act
Act
•* Uniform
Uniform Electronic
Electronic Transactions
"
Environmental Covenants Act
• Uniform
Uniform Environmental
Domestic-Violence
•" Uniform
Uniform Interstate
Interstate Enforcement of Domestic-Violence
Protection Orders Act
Act
Interstate Family Support Act
Act (2001)
•* Uniform Interstate
Cooperative Association
•* Uniform Limited
Limited Cooperative
Association Act
•* Uniform Limited
Limited Liability Company Act (2006)
•* Uniform Limited Liability Company Act (1996)
Partnership Act (2001)
•* Uniform Limited Partnership
•* Uniform Mediation
Mediation Act
Act
•* Uniform Money
Money Services Act
Act
Parentage Act (2000)
•* Uniform Parentage
Act
•* Uniform Power of Attorney Act
•* Uniform Probate Code
•* Uniform Prudent Management
Management of Institutional Funds Act
Act
Property Electronic
•* Uniform Real Property
Electronic Recording Act (uses
"document")
"record"
''record'' definition to define one prong of "document")
Mortgage Satisfaction Act (uses "re•" Uniform Residential Mortgage
cord" definition
definition to define one prong of "document")
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*•
*•

*•
•*

433
433

Uniform Rules of Evidence Act (1999)
Electronically
Relating to the Discovery
Discovery of Electronically
Uniform Rules Relating
"elecStored Information
define "elecInformation (uses part of definition to define
tronically
tronically stored information")
Act
Uniform Securities Act
(1995)
Uniform Unclaimed Property Act (1995)
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Appendix B: State Statutes Using "Record" or Its Definition
Definition

State

Statute

Alaska

ALASKA STAT. §
ALASKA

Arizona
Arizona

(West
17B A. R. S. Rules Fam. Law. Proc., Rule 12 (West
of
Supp. 2008) (defining "record" for court interviews of
children).

Arkansas
Arkansas

"reARK. CODE ANN.
ANN. § 25-31-103 (West 2008) (defining ''record" for electronic records
records and signatures).

California

CAL. Crv.
(defining
CIV. CODE §§ 1633.2 (West Supp. 2009) (defining
"record" for
for electronic
electronic transactions).
"record"

Colorado

COL. REV. STAT. ANN. § 19-1-103 (West Supp. 2008)
(defining "record"
''record'' for information
information dealing with children).

Connecticut
Connecticut

CONN. GEN. STAT. ANN. § 3-56a
3-56a (West 2007) (defining
"record" for escheats).
''record''

Connecticut
Connecticut

CONN. GEN. STAT. ANN. § 3-56a(14) (West 2007) (defining "record" for money transmissions).

Delaware
Delaware

definition
DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 10, § 1046 (2008) (using definition
for
violation
of proin
describing
sanctions
of "record"
''record''
describing sanctions
tection order).

Delaware

"writings" and ''re"re1001 (defining ''writings''
DEL. R. EVID. 1001
cordings").

Florida

FLA. STAT. ANN. § 1.01 (West 2004) (defining "writ''writings").

Illinois

175/5-105 (West 2008) (defin5 ILL. COMP.
COMPo STAT. ANN. 175/5-105
ing ''record''
"record" for electronic
electronic records
records and signatures).

Illinois

625 ILL. COMPo
COMP. STAT. ANN. 5/3-100 (West
certificates of title
ing "record" for vehicle
vehicle certificates
tion).

06.60.990 (2008) (defining "record" for
for
06.60.990
mortgage
mortgage lending).
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Indiana

IND. CODE ANN. § 34-26-5-17 (West 2008) (using the
definition of ''record''
"record" in describing facially valid fordefinition
eign protection
protection orders).

Kansas

RAN.
KAN. STAT. ANN. §§ 16-1602 (2006)
"record" for electronic
electronic transactions).

Kentucky

KY. REV. STAT. ANN. §§ 286.11-003
Ky.
286.11-003 (West Supp. 2008)
(defining "record" for money
money transmitters).

Louisiana

LA. REV. STAT. ANN. § 11:408.5 (West 2002) (defining
signatures and records for Lou"record" for electronic
''record''
electronic signatures
isiana State Employees'
Employees' Retirement
Retirement Systems).

Maine
Maine

ME. REV. STAT. ANN. tit. 30-A, § 3771 (Supp. 2008).
(defining "record" for licenses and permits
permits for scrap
metal processors).

Maryland
Maryland

ANN., [COM. LAw]
LAW] § 14-3501
14-3501 (West Supp.
MD. CODE ANN.,
2008). (defining "record" for Maryland
Maryland Personal
Personal Information Protection
Protection Act).

Michigan
Michigan

COMP. LAws
LAws ANN. §§ 487.1003 (West Supp. 2008)
MICH. COMPo
Money
Financial Institutions
Institutions Money
(defining "record" for the Financial
Transmission Services Act).
Transmission

Michigan
Michigan

MICH. COMPo
COMP. LAws
LAWS ANN. §§ 487.1025 (West Supp. 2008)
Financial Institutions
Institutions Money
Money
(defining "record" for the Financial
Transmission Services Act).
Transmission

Minnesota

MINN. STAT. ANN. § 302A.015
302A.015 (West 2004) (defining
"record" for legal recognition of electronic
electronic records and
''record''
signatures for corporations).
signatures
corporations).

Minnesota

MINN. STAT. ANN. §§ 308B.007
308B.007 (West 2004) (defining
"record" for
for legal
recognition of
electronic records and
legal recognition
of electronic
"record"
signatures for cooperative
signatures
cooperative associations).

Minnesota
Minnesota

MINN. STAT. ANN §§ 317A.015
317A.015 (West 2004) '(defining
(defining
"record" for legal
''record''
legal recognition of electronic records and
signatures
signatures for nonprofit corporations).

Minnesota

"reMINN. STAT. ANN § 322B.04 (West 2004) (defining ''record" for legal recognition
recognition of electronic
electronic records and
signatures
signatures for limited liability companies).
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Minnesota
Minnesota

MINN. STAT.
STAT. ANN § 80A.41 (West Supp. 2009) (defining
"record" for
for regulations
regulations of securities).
"record"

Missouri
Missouri

Mo. ANN. STAT. §§ 432.205 (West Supp. 2009) (defining
"record" for
for contracts
contracts under
under the VETA).
UETA).
"record"

Nebraska

for
NEB. REV. STAT. § 21-2903 (2007) (defining "record" for
the Nebraska Limited Cooperative
Cooperative Association
Association Act).

Nebraska

NEB. REV. STAT. § 60-1417.01 (2004) (defining "record"
for motor vehicle
vehicle industry licensing).

Nevada

NEV. REV. STAT.
STAT.ANN.
132.287 (LexisNexis 2003) (de(deANN. §§ 132.287
deceased perfining "record" for wills and estates of deceased
sons).

Nevada

NEV. REV. STAT. ANN. § 225.084 (LexisNexis Supp.
2005) (defining "record" for civil liability of forged or
or
fraudulently altered
altered records).

Nevada

NEV. REV. STAT. ANN. § 598.0921 (LexisNexis Supp.
2005) (defining ''record''
"record" for deceptive
deceptive trade practices).

Nevada

NEV. REV. STAT. ANN. §§ 679B.136
679B.136 (LexisNexis 2003)
(defining "record" for electronic
electronic signatures
signatures and records
records
for insurance purposes).

Nevada

NEV. REV. STAT. ANN. § 78.010 (LexisNexis 2004) (de"record" for private corporation).
fining ''record''

Nevada

NEV. REV. STAT. ANN. §§ 78A.004 (LexisNexis 2004) (defining ''record''
"record" for close corporations).

Nevada

NEV. REV. STAT. ANN. § 80.002
80.002 (LexisNexis 2004) (defining ''record''
"record" for foreign corporations).

Nevada

NEV. REV. STAT. ANN. §§ 81.0012
(LexisNexis 2004) (de81.0012 (LexisNexis
fining ''record''
"record" for miscellaneous
miscellaneous organizations).
organizations).

Nevada

NEV. REV. STAT. ANN. §
§ 82.038
82.038 (LexisNexis 2004) (defining ''record''
"record" for nonprofit corporations)

Nevada

NEV. REV. STAT. ANN. § 84.003
84.003 (LexisNexis 2004) (defining ''record''
"record" for sole corporations).

Nevada

NEV. REV. STAT. ANN. §
§ 86.116
86.116 (LexisNexis 2004) (defining "record"
for
limited-liability
companies).
''record''
companies).
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Nevada
Nevada

NEV. REV. STAT. ANN. § 87.004 (LexisNexis Supp.
"record" for partnerships).
2005) (defining ''record''

Nevada
Nevada

NEV. REV. STAT.
STAT. ANN. § 88A.055
88A.055 (LexisNexis
(LexisNexis 2004) (debusiness trusts).
fining "record"
''record'' for business
trusts).

Nevada
Nevada

NEV. REV. STAT. ANN.
ANN. § 89.020 (LexisNexis 2004) (de"record" for professional
fining ''record''
professional corporations
corporations and associations).

Nevada

NEV. REV. STAT. ANN.
ANN. § 91.145 (LexisNexis 2004) (defining "record" for commodities).

Nevada

(deNEV. REV. STAT.
STAT. ANN. § 92A.085
92A.085 (LexisNexis 2004) (de"record" for mergers, conversions,
conversions, exchanges,
exchanges,
fining ''record''
and domestications).

New Jersey

N.J. STAT. ANN. § 2A:23B-1
2A:23B-1 (West Supp. 2008) (defining "record" for arbitration
arbitration agreements).

New Mexico

N.M. STAT. ANN. §1978, § 44-7B-2 (West 2007) (defining "record" for Mediation
Mediation Procedures
Procedures Act).

North Carolina
Carolina

R. OF PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE FOR THE
N.C. GEN.
GEN. R.
N.C. Bus. CT. 2 (2006) (defining "record" for business
available at http://www.ncbusinesscourt.net/
http://www.ncbusinesscourt.net/
court) available
new/localrules.

North Carolina
Carolina

N.C. GEN. STAT.
STAT. ANN. § 45-36.4 (LexisNexis
(LexisNexis 2007) (de"record" for satisfaction of mortgage and deeds
fining ''record''
trust).
of trust).

North Dakota

"reN.D. CENT.
CENT. CODE § 6-01-02 (Supp. 2007) (defining ''record" for financial institutions).

Dakota
North Dakota

N.D. CENT. CODE §§ 10-04-02
10-04-02 (Supp. 2007) (defining
"record for supervision
supervision of, issue, and sale of securities).
''record

North Dakota
Dakota

N.D.
N.D. CENT. CODE § 10-19.1-01 (Supp. 2007) (defining
"record" for business corporations).
corporations).
''record''

North Dakota
Dakota

N.D. CENT. CODE §§ 10-32-02
10-32-02 (Supp. 2007) (defining
"record" for limited liability companies).
''record''
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Dakota
North Dakota

2007) (defining
N.D. CENT. CODE §§ 10-33-01
10-33-01 (Supp. 2007)
''record" for nonprofit corporations).
''record''

North Dakota
Dakota
North

"record"
N.D. CENT. CODE § 45-13-01 (2007) (defining ''record''
partnerships).

North Dakota
Dakota
North

N.D. CENT. CODE § 45-22-01
45-22-01 (2007) (defining "record
for limited liability partnerships).

North Dakota
Dakota

N.D. CENT. CODE
CODE § 45-23-01 (2007) (defining "record"
''record''
for limited liability limited partnerships).

North Dakota

59-09-03 (Supp. 2007) (defining
N.D. CENT.
CENT. CODE § 59-09-03
"record"
''record'' for trusts, uses, and powers).

North Dakota
Dakota

N.D. CENT. CODE §§ 9-16-01
9-16-01 (2006) (defining "record" for
electronic transactions).

Ohio

OHIO REV. CODE ANN. §§ 1347.12 (LexisNexis Supp.
"record" for personal
personal information
information sys2008) (defining ''record''
tems).
tems).

Ohio

OHIO REV. CODE ANN. § 1349.19 (LexisNexis Supp.
protection
"record" for consumer protection
2008) (defining ''record''
breaches of personal information).

Ohio

OHIO REV. CODE ANN. §§ 304.01 (LexisNexis Supp.
2008) (defining "record"
''record'' for electronic records and signatures).

Oklahoma
Oklahoma

OKLA. STAT. ANN. Tit. 12, §§ 3001 (West Supp. 2008)
(defining "record"
''record'' for writings, recordings, and photographs under evidence code).

Texas
Texas

151.002 (Vernon 2006) (defining
TEX. FIN. CODE ANN § 151.002
TEx.
services busi"record" for the regulation of money services
''record''
nesses).

Texas
Texas

TEX. PROP. CODE ANN § 163.003 (Vernon Supp. 2008)
TEx.
(defining "record"
''record'' for management, investment, and
expenditure
expenditure of institutional funds for fiduciaries).

Utah

(Supp. 2008) (defining
UTAH CODE ANN. § 61-2c-102
61-2c-102 (Supp.
"record" for residential
residential mortgages).
''record''
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Utah
Utah

UTAH CODE ANN. § 7-1-1001 (Supp. 2008) (originally
numbered as § 78-27-45) (defining "record" for financial institutions).

Vermont

VT. STAT. ANN. Tit.
Tit. 11,
11, §§ 3001 (Supp. 2008) (defining
"record"
''record'' for limited liability companies).

Vermont

VT. STAT. ANN. Tit. 27, § 1241
1241 (2006) (defining "record"
''record''
for unclaimed property).

Virgin Islands
Islands

V.I. CODE ANN. Tit. 32, §§ 603 (Supp. 2008) (defining
V.l.
"record"
for casino
casino and
and resort
resort controls).
"record" for

Virginia

VA. CODE ANN. § 47.1-2
47.1-2 (Supp. 2008) (defining "record"
for notaries and out-of-state
out-of-state commissioners).

Virginia

VA. CODE ANN. § 55-66.9
"recording
55-66.9 (2007) (defining "recording
data" for satisfaction of mortgages
for
real
property
mortgages
and conveyances).

West Virginia
Virginia

W. VA. CODE, § 5A-1-1 (LexisNexis 2006) (defining "record" for Department
Department of Administration).

Wisconsin
Wisconsin

WIS. STAT. ANN. §§ 137.11
137.11 (West Supp. 2008) (defining
"record"
for
electronic
and notarizations).
transactions and
"record" for electronic transactions

Wisconsin
Wisconsin

WIS. STAT. ANN. § 193.005 (West Supp. 2008) (defining
"writing" for unincorporated
cooperative associations
associations
unincorporated cooperative
''writing''
using the definition of "record" developed by the Subcommittee
Electronic Commercial
Commercial Practices,
committee on Electronic
Practices, Committee on the U.C.C.,
U.C.C., ABA).

Wyoming
Wyoming

WYo. STAT. ANN.
"record"
WYO.
ANN. §§ 14-2-402 (2007) (defining ''record''
general children and parent
parent provisions).
for general
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